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The use of pulse testing  for system id e n t if ic a t io n  has achieved 
wide acceptance in recent years. This d isserta tion  presents a 
q u an ita t ive  treatment, wherever possible, of the factors which 
influence the maximum recoverable frequency obtainable from the 
Fourier analysis of pulse tes t data. As a tool fo r performing the 
study, an e rro r  c r i te r io n  for mathematically defining the maximum 
recoverable frequency is selected and ju s t i f ie d  from among twelve 
proposed c r i t e r ia .
The c r i te r io n  is applied to noiseless systems and a co rre la t io n  
is developed between sampling frequency and the maximum recoverable 
frequency fo r  f i r s t  and second order systems. This establishes the 
sampling frequency constra int on the maximum recoverable frequency.
Noise proved to have a considerable influence on the maximum 
recoverable frequency. Graphs are presented which c o rre la te  the 
maximum recoverable frequency and the root-mean-square (RMS) value 
of noise fo r  various sampling frequencies and input pulses. For 
a given sampling frequency a co rre la ting  equation is developed for  
the noise RMS value and the frequency content of the output pulse 
and graphs are presented showing this re lationship  for several 
d i f fe re n t  sampling frequencies. This re lationship  defines the 
noise constra in t on the maximum recoverable frequency. The noise
constra in t  is applied in conjunction with the sampling frequency 
co nstra in t  to four cases and the constraints are shown to be 
adequate for predicting the maximum recoverable frequency.
The use of f i l t e r i n g  to improve information recovery is 
investigated and pre-sample f i l t e r i n g  ( f i l t e r i n g  of the continuous 
s igna l )  is shown to s ig n i f ic a n t ly  improve the recovery, even with  
no noise present. Upper and lower constraints for the f i l t e r  time 
constant of  the f i r s t  order lag f i l t e r  used in the study are 
defi ned.
.The e f fe c t  of data s ig n i f ica n t  figures and computer s ig n i f ic a n t  
f igures on the maximum recoverable frequency is explored and graphs 
are presented showing the e f fec ts .  The number of data s ig n i f ic a n t  
f igures is related to the RMS value of normal process noise by 
an equation.
A ca lcu la t ion  method u t i l i z i n g  the real-valued Fast Fourier  
Transform is presented and shown to be superior to conventional  
techniques in accuracy as well as speed.
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The e x p l ic i t  evaluation of a system transfer function and its  
parameters is referred to as system id e n t if ic a t io n ,  a problem with  
which contro l engineers are constantly concerned. The frequency 
domain has proven a f r u i t f u l  region in which to solve th is  problem. 
Pulse tes tin g  has received considerable acclaim because p o te n t ia l ly  
a complete set of frequency response data can be obtained from a 
single  te s t .  Since i t  is v ia  the Fourier transform that the pulse 
tes t data is converted to frequency response data, the Fourier 
transform assumes an important role in this approach to system 
id e n t i f ic a t io n .  Given data for the input pulse, x ( t ) ,  and the 
output pulse, y ( t ) ,  of a system, the frequency response data is 
obtained from the ra t io  of Fourier transforms
Although the method appears simple to apply several problems 
a r is e  in the p ra c t ic a l  computation of the Fourier in teg ra ls . A 
few general guidelines fo r  co llec ting  and processing pulse test  
data have been o ffered , but the effec ts  of the various sources of
00
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e rro r  are poorly understood. What is needed is q u a n tita t iv e  in fo r ­
mation on the e ffe c ts  of the various errors so th a t the l im it in g  
errors for a given s ituation  can be pinpointed and correc tive  or 
compensating action taken. Selection of the input pulse is very 
important in obtaining useful information from the Fourier transform. 
The problem is complicated by the fac t that a good pulse fo r one 
s itu a t io n  may be a poor one fo r  another s itu a t io n . Very l i t t l e  
information has been provided to d is tingu ish  between the various 
s itu a t io n s . Clements (3 ) presents a very informative graph which 
compares the normalized frequency contents of several pulse shapes 
and should be very helpful in selecting a pulse shape. His contention 
is th at frequency content is extremely important in determining the 
maximum recoverable frequency and he suggests 0 .2  as the minimum 
value of normalized frequency content of the input pulse for which 
frequency response data should be accepted. However, th is value is 
given without regard to noise level or sampling frequency, which 
may have a s ig n if ic a n t  e f fe c t  on the maximum recoverable frequency.
The in te r re la t io n  between these various factors in determining the 
maximum recoverable frequency w i l l  be investigated in th is  study.
A serious problem encountered in Fourier transform computation 
in the "blow-up" phenomenon caused by fo ld in g  of the high frequency 
components onto the low frequency components as a re s u lt  of 
sampling. (The sampling referred to  is the c o lle c t in g  of the 
d iscrete  data points of the input pulse, x ( t ) ,  and the output pulse, 
y ( t ) ,  fo r  use in the Fourier transform c a lc u la t io n . )  Shannon's 
Sampling Theorem, which is s t r i c t l y  applicab le  only to band-limited
functions, can be used to place an upper bound on the frequency 
region in which results  are accurate. Functions describing physical 
systems are ra re ly  band-limited so that the blow-up frequency is 
normally much less than the upper bound defined by the Sampling 
Theorem. Lees (b) indicates that ten times as many data points are 
needed as the minimum required by the Sampling Theorem. Work in 
Chapter 3 was directed toward obtaining a b e tte r  estimate of the 
"blow-up" frequency and a corre la tion  between the maximum recoverable 
frequency and the sampling frequency was developed.
Noise d e f in i te ly  is an important facto r in determining the 
maximum recoverable frequency but no c o rre la t io n  of i ts  e f fe c t  on 
the maximum recoverable frequency has yet been o ffered  in the 
l i t e r a tu r e .  Closely a l l ie d  with the noise entering through the 
process is the e rro r  introduced by the lim ited  accuracy of the 
recording equipment to be contributing more noise than disturbances 
entering the process. The number of s ig n if ic a n t  fig ures  carried  
in the computer performing the Fourier transform c a lc u la t io n  d ire c t ly  
a ffe c ts  the accuracy of the calcu lation and is of specia l concern 
in special purpose computers where accuracy is freq u en tly  s a cr if ic ed  
fo r  economy. Correlations of the e ffec ts  of process noise, data 
s ig n if ic a n t  figures and computer s ig n if ic a n t  figures are developed 
i n Chapters k and 5 .
Although there is some disagreement, reported ly  the in tegration  
technique used to evaluate the Fourier in teg ra l influences the 
accuracy of the computation s ig n if ic a n t ly .  In Chapters 3 anc* 6
an investigation  was made into the re la t iv e  merits of some simple 
and sophisticated techniques which have been proposed. In Chapter 6 
the real-va lued Fast Fourier Transform is applied to the system 
id e n t i f ic a t io n  problem and comparisons are made between i t  and other 
techniques.
What would seem to be a promising area fo r  improving the 
Fourier transform results  is f i l t e r in g .  In tu i t iv e ly  i t  would appear 
th at the fo ld-over e f fe c t  would be very susceptible to th is  t r e a t ­
ment and th is was investigated in Chapter 5 . Pre-sample f i l t e r i n g  
was demonstrated to be very bene fic ia l and constraints were set up 
fo r  choosing f i r s t  order lag f i l t e r  time constants.
The goal of th is  study was to corre la te  w ith the maximum
*•
recoverable frequency the factors which influence the accuracy of 
Fourier analysis. By presenting a qu an tita tive  treatment of these 
factors wherever possible, new insight into the pulse tes tin g  
technique should be provided and a more e f f ic ie n t  ap p lica tio n  made 
possible. The d ig i ta l  computer presents outstanding advantages in 
a study of th is  kind because of the f e a s ib i l i t y  and s im p lic ity  of 
tre a t in g  these factors in d iv id u a lly  when desired.
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CHAPTER 2
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING FOURIER TRANSFORM
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The Fourier transform is a powerful computational tool fo r  such 
seemingly diverse studies as d ig i t a l  analysis, f i l t e r  simulation, 
and determination of frequency response data from pulse testing  data. 
The la t t e r  case is extremely useful in determining transfer functions  
of components, p lants , e t c . ,  and th is  la t te r  application has been 
the thrust fo r  performing th is  study.
The c la s s ic a l approach to pulse testing requires c o lle c t in g  
input and output time domain data fo r  a system. This data is 
transformed to the frequency domain via the Fourier transform to  
construct a Bode p lo t or i ts  equivalent from which the system model 
or transfer function can be extracted. The frequency response data 
is determined by:
where x ( t )  is the input, y ( t )  is the output, and F[ ] denotes Fourier
transform. For the Fourier in tegra ls  in the above equation to
converge, x ( t )  and y ( t )  must both be closed pulses, i . e .  pulses which 
return to th e ir  s ta r t in g  value.
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2. 1 Shannon's Sampling Theorem
A problem arises because d iscre te , sampled, points are used to  
represent the continuous functions y ( t )  and x ( t ) .  In 19^8
C. E. Shannon in what has become known as Shannon's Sampling Theorem, 
proved that i t  is possible to represent a l l  the information in a 
continuous signal with sampled data. He proved mathematically that  
i f  a continuous function is sampled a t a frequency of at least twice 
the highest frequency in the function, then the continuous function  
can be recovered from the sampled points. The useful information of 
most physical systems is at r e la t iv e ly  low frequencies; however, 
these systems do contain some extremely high frequency components so 
that to completely recover the continuous function would require an 
in f in i t e  ra te  of sampling. This is not p ra c t ic a l.  Sampling a t  a 
slower rate produces d is to rt io n  by what is known as the " fo ld -o ver"  
e f fe c t  as the high frequency components a lia s e  themselves onto lower 
frequencies. This d is to rt io n  causes the Bode plot to blow up a t  the 
higher frequencies. However, as the sampling rate is increased, the 
highest recoverable frequency increases.
2-2  Blow-up D e fin it io n
There is a need for developing a co rre la tion  to determine the 
maximum recoverable frequency fo r  Fourier analysis. Before th is  can 
be done a c r i t e r io n  must be developed to define the blow-up frequency 
on the Bode p lo t .  Visual determination of the blow-up point by 
comparing the true a n a ly t ic a l p lo t with the p lo t calculated by 
Fourier analysis  is not desirable. Results obtained by th is  method
would be open to question since they would depend on human judgement 
with no d e f in i te  blow-up c r i te r io n .  The blow-up point is somewhat 
a rb i t ra ry  since the e rro r  may increase in a gradual manner so that  
the p lo t is u n re liab le  before w ild  o s c i l la t io n  begins. What is 
needed is a mathematically definable c r i te r io n  w ith uniform 
ap p lica tio n  to a l l  cases.
2-3 Error Cri te r ia
An absolute value of the e rro r  c r i te r io n  would seem to be a 
workable c r i te r io n ,  but the p a rt ic u la r  error to be used must be 
considered. A Bode p lot consists of a p lo t of the log of the 
magnitude r a t io  (magnitude of G (jcn)) versus the log of the frequency 
and a p lo t of the phase angle (of G(jco)) versus the log of the 
frequency. Two errors to be considered are obvious: (1) the e rro r
in the log of the magnitude r a t io  and (2) the phase angle e rro r .
A th ird  e rro r  fo r  consideration is the complex point e r ro r .  The 
value of the tran sfe r  function calculated by Fourier analysis is a 
complex point. The distance between th is complex point and the true  
complex point calcu lated with an a n a ly t ic a l expression is the 
complex point e rro r .  In addition a percentage error might be usefu l.  
The d e f in i t io n  is stra ightforw ard for the complex point e rro r  -  simply 
div ide the complex point e rro r  by the magnitude of the true complex 
point. A percentage e rro r  is not desirable for the phase angle. I f  
a system has dead time the value of the phase angle increases rap id ly  
w ith  frequency so th at a f a i r l y  large phase angle e rro r  is a small 
percentage e rro r .  The actual phase angle error is much more
9
important than the percentage error. For the log magnitude a 
percentage error  is not desirable e ith e r .  When the magnitude r a t io  
is 1.0  or near 1.0 the e rro r  would be divided by zero or an 
extremely small number producing misleading resu lts . However, the 
log magnitude e rro r  is already a normalized quantity  since
where MR = Magnitude r a t io  calculated by Fourier analysis  c
MR  ̂ = True magnitude ra t io  calculated a n a ly t ic a l ly  
Another approach to the problem is to consider the e rro r  
area, i . e .  the area between the Fourier analysis curve and the true  
a n a ly t ic a l  curve, in determining a blow-up c r i te r io n .  This area 
can be obtained by in tegrating  the absolute value of the e r ro r  along 
the log of the frequency ax is . A natural extension of th is  is the 
in te g ra l of the squared e rro r .  This makes a to ta l  of twelve 
d i f fe re n t  c r i t e r ia  to consider.
MR
log MR -  log MR. = log — -  
C A 2.2
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1 0 . jeg d L o u
11. fe d̂Loo J cp
2
! 2 -  J  ( ^ " )  dLa.
"cp
where e = e r ro r
LMR = log of the magnitude r a t io  
Leo = logjQ of the frequency 
0 = phase angle 
cp = complex point 
2 .^  Systems and Input for C r i te r ia  Evaluation
In order to  se lect a c r i te r io n  some Bode plots must be calcu­
la ted  and the c r i t e r ia  applied and evaluated. The systems selected  
fo r  the tests were
1. f i r s t  order lag
2 . f i r s t  order lag plus dead time
3 . second order lag
If. second order lag plus dead time
These should encompass the m ajority  of process type applications .
The input used for a l l  these systems was a pulse. The pulse 
was a ramp, dropping to zero from i ts  highest point, put through
a f i r s t  order lag. This should be physically  re a l iz a b le .  The 
frequency content of th is  pulse was desirable since no zeroes were 
encountered. The frequency content of a pulse is very important 
as discussed by Clements (2 ) ,  but good results were obtained below 
the 0 .2  minimum normalized frequency content recommended by Clements. 
This may have been due to the use of a noiseless system. However, 
when the frequency content of the input was zero, the resu lts  were 
meaningless* This occurred when a tr ian gu lar  pulse input was tr ie d  
since i t  had several zeroes in the frequency range investigated.
These points would have wreaked havoc with an e rro r  c r i te r io n ,  hence 
tiie desirableness of the pulse used.
2*5 Transform Technique
As noted in the f i r s t  paragraph, the standard procedure for  
transforming pulse response time domain data to the frequency domain 
is Fourier an alys is . The p a r t ic u la r  method of evaluating the Fourier 
in teg ra l in th is  in vestiga tion  was as follows. A s tra ig h t  l in e  
approximation was used for both the output curve y ( t )  and the input 
curve x ( t )  between sampling points.
y ( t )  = a + bt x ( t )  = c + dt
The substitu tion
-  io te J = cos tut -  j  sin o t  2-3
was made in the Fourier in te g ra l ,  along with the approximations for  
y ( t )  and x ( t ) ,  and the in tegration  was performed a n a ly t ic a l ly .  The 
to ta l  in te g ra l was then approximated by a summation of in te g ra ls ,  
each over a sampling in te rv a l .  This gives the evaluation procedure
12
fo r  Equati on 2.1 as
. N N
~  2  (SY)(DCO) -  j  2  (SY)(DSI)
G ( I cd )  =  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  2 . 4J . N N *
2  (SX)(DCO) -  j  2  (SX)(DSI)
<o 1=1 i =1
where N = number of output or input data points
At = time increment between data points
SY = yE (i+ 1)A t]  -  yC i At]
At
sx = x EO +1) AtJ -  x ( iA t )
At
DCO = cos[o)(i + l)A t)  -  cos[coiAt]
DSI = si n[oo(i+l)At] -  sin[ouiAt]
To increase the computation speed the following trigonometric  
substitu tions were made for DCO and DSI
  „ . rCoAtn . r<o((i+l)At + iAt)
DCO = 2. s inL-rrJ  smL----------------- J
2 2
ro j( ( i+ l)A t  + i A t )n 
DSI = 2- sinL-^-J cosL------------   J
This in tegration  procedure was used for a l l  work in th is  
chapter and succeeding chapters except where another in teg ra tion  
routine is s p e c i f ic a l ly  specified .
*3
2*6 C r i te r ia  Evaluation
Figures 2-2  through 2-8 show these 12 c r i t e r ia  applied to  a 
s p e c if ic  case. Figure 2-1 is the Bode p lot for th a t case. In 
Figures 2-7  and 2-8 the in tegra l c r i t e r ia  were normalized and p lo tte d  
together to compare curve shapes. I t  is desirable that the value of 
the c r i te r io n  increase very rapid ly around the blow-up frequency 
so that a sharp d e f in i t io n  of the blow-up point is given. Otherwise, 
consistent results may not be obtained from case to  case since fo r  
a slowly increasing value of the error c r i te r io n , a small change in 
i ts  value would give a large change in the frequency.
I f  an in tegra l c r i te r io n  w i l l  give a sa tis fac to ry  d e f in i t io n  of 
the blow-up frequency, then i t  would be preferable to an absolute  
value of the e rror c r i te r io n  since the absolute value of the e r ro r  
c r i te r io n  would su ffe r  from the fa u l t  of prematurely pred icting  
the blow-up when one bad point is surrounded by many good points. 
A fte r examining the figures presented here and many others, i t  was 
seen that several of the in tegra l c r i t e r ia  appear su itab le . The 
squared error in tegrals  give the best curve shapes for defin ing  the 
blow-up point since they turn up sharper. They weight the large  
errors heavier than the small errors which is desirable since the 
la rger errors indicate the rapid approach of the blow-up point.
Calculation of many cases revealed that ne ither the log 
magnitude nor the phase angle p lo t always deteriorates f i r s t .  
Consequently, both plots have to be taken into account. For th is  
reason a complex point e r ro r  c r i te r io n  would be pre ferab le , o ther­





















FIGURE 2-1 . Bode Plot with the Blow-Up Frequency 









FIGURE 2 -2 . Error in the Log o f  the Magnitude













































































FIGURE 2-5- F ra c tio n a l Complex Point E rror versus Frequency
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FIGURE 2~7* Comparison of Curve Shapes of the 
Four In teg ra l of the Squared Error C r i te r ia
fo r  each c r i te r io n .  Since these values are a r b i t ra ry ,  th is  would 
considerably complicate the problem. In searching fo r  an error  
to use in frequency domain least squares curve f i t t i n g  for  
mathematical models, Schnelle (6) a lso s e tt le d  on the complex point 
e rro r  rather than e ith e r  the log magnitude or phase angle error;
He showed that both the log magnitude and phase angle errors are 
required and that the phase angle e rro r  should be weighted. Hence, 
i t  is easier to use the complex point e r ro r .  Examination of 
Figure 2-7 shows that the squared f ra c t io n a l  complex point error  
in teg ra l should be used instead of the squared complex point 
e rro r  in teg ra l because i t  has a much b e tte r  curve shape. Since i t  
uses a percentage error value, th is  c r i te r io n  is a lso  less 
dependent on the point of the plot a t  which blow-up occurs.
Although the in teg ra l of the squared f ra c t io n a l complex point 
e rro r  c r i te r io n  appears to be the preferred  one because of its  
ease of app lication  coupled with its  desirab le  curve shape, an 
evaluation of its  performance must be made. To make th is  evaluation  
the matrix of systems and sampling times shown in Table 2-1 was 
prepared. I t  tabulates values of the in teg ra l o f the squared 
fra c t io n a l complex point e rro r ,  e rro r  of the log magnitude ra t io ,  
and the phase angle e rro r  corresponding to a frequency of h a lf  
the " th e o re t ic a l"  Shannon maximum recoverable frequency. (This 
" th e o re t ic a l"  value assumes that there are no frequency components 
higher than h a lf  the sampling frequency.) As can be seen, a t  th is  
frequency the calculated values of the Bode plots show noticeable
TABLE 2-1 
Error C rite r io n  Evaluation
T z O)n DeadTime
Sampling 
Time
J‘ (“ §B) dLco ®PA e LM
0.1 0.005 0.004462 -0 .91 -.0506
0 . 1 o t o i o 0.003795 -5-31 -.0775
0.1 0.020 0.004168 - 4 .6 7 -.0899
0.1 0.040 0.004904 -5 -3 7 -.0936
1 10 O.OO5 . 0.006894 - 12. 20 -.0 587
1 10 0.010 , O.OO3749 - 5.54 -.0593
1 10 0.02 0.010 0.003749 - 5.54 ’ •0593
deviation from the th eo re t ica l values. To be a good c r i te r io n  the 
complex point c r i te r io n  should be se n s it ive  to changes in both 
the log magnitude and the phase angle e rro rs . Table 2-1 shows that 
i t  is sensitive to changes in e i th e r  type e rro r .  For the f i r s t  
order system at sampling times of 0.01 and 0.04 the phase angle 
errors are approximately equal but the log magnitude error is greater  
fo r  the sampling time of 0.04. The complex error c r i te r io n  shows 
a s ig n if ic a n t  increase in response to th is  increase in log magnitude 
e rro r .  To observe the e f fe c t  of phase angle errors compare the 
second order system a t  sampling times of 0.005 and 0.01. Here the 
log magnitude errors are approximately equal but the phase angle 
errors are quite d i f fe re n t .  Accordingly the complex e rro r  c r i te r io n  
shows a s ig n if ic a n t  increase w ith  the increase in phase angle e rro r .  
Thus i t  was concluded that the in te g ra l of the squared fra c t io n a l  
complex point error is the most s u itab le  c r i te r io n .
2* 7 Selecting the Cut-Off Point
To set a value fo r  the e rro r  c r i te r io n  several Bode plots were 
constructed along with graphs of the selected error  c r i te r io n  
plo tted  against the log of the frequency. By examining these plots  
some values of the e rro r  c r i te r io n  could be picked o f f  which gave 
a reasonable blow-up point. Since th is  point is a rb i t ra ry  several 
values were chosen (0 .01, 0.005, 0 .0 02 ).  Figure 2-1 shows how each 
of these values defines the blow-up point fo r  a p a r t ic u la r ,  
representative case.
2k
2 .8  Conclusion
The need fo r  mathematically defin ing the blow-up frequency 
of Fourier transforms was pointed out and several c r i t e r ia  for  
defin ing the blow-up were proposed and evaluated. Following th is  
evaluation the in teg ra l of the squared fra c t io n a l complex point 
erro r  was selected as the best c r i te r io n .  The selected c r i te r io n  
should prove extremely useful in such applications as evaluating  
the e ffec ts  of sampling frequency, random noise, in tegration  
technique, and f i l t e r i n g  on recoverable frequency.
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CHAPTER 3
SAMPLING EFFECTS IN FOURIER ANALYSIS
The determination of system mathematical models from Bode 
plots hinges on the accurate ca lcu la tio n  of the Bode p lo t over 
the frequencies of in te re s t .  I t  i s a  well-known phenomenon that  
as the Bode p lo t is extended to higher and higher frequencies, a 
frequency is reached beyond which the p lo t degenerates rapid ly.
Since a Bode p lo t  is composed of the r a t io  of Fourier transforms a t  
various frequencies, the primary problem is evaluating the Fourier 
transform. Assuming th at the system input has a frequency content 
at the frequencies of in te re s t ,  then the two major sources of 
error in ca lcu la tin g  Fourier transforms are (1) fo ld-over ar is ing  
from sampling e f fe c ts  and (2) noise in the data. This chapter w i l l  
be devoted to sampling e f fe c ts  with treatment of noise effects  being 
deferred to a la te r  chapter.
3*1 Fold-Over
The need fo r  sampling arises because d iscrete  data points are  
frequently used to represent the input and output functions when 
evaluating the Fourier transforms. P lo tt in g  the frequency spectra of 
continuous and sampled functions gives a graphic i l lu s t r a t io n  of the 
fold-over e f fe c t  re s u lt in g  from sampling. Shown in Figure 3” l ( a )  >s 
the frequency spectrum of a continuous function x ( t )  band-limited to  
( i . e .  no frequency components higher than dig). Sampling th is
27
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a) Frequency Spectrum of a Band-Limited, Continuous Signal
BB B B
b) Frequency Spectrum o f Signal in a) Sampled 
a t  a Frequency of 2 a>_
FIGURE 3-1
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function x ( t )  a t  a frequency of cu . = 2 (th is  is the minimumSl D
Shannon sampling frequency for complete information recovery) produces 
the sampled function x ( t ) j  with the frequency spectrum shown in 
Figure 3“ l ( b ) .  Note that the spectrum fo r  the o r ig in a l signal is 
repeated and centered around m ultip les of the sampling frequency 
<jos j . Now observe what happens i f  the sampling frequency is greater  
than 2 cu • In Figure 3”2 (a ) the spectrum of x ( t ) “ is shown fo r a
D d
sampling frequency of cd = 3 cu . The shape of the spectra is not
S c  D .
a lte re d  but since they center around m ultiples of the sampling 
frequency th e ir  displacement along the frequency axis is increased- 
However i f  the sampling frequency is less than 2 the spectra w i l lD
fo ld  over, as shown in Figure 3“2 (b ) ,  and produce d is to rt io n  in the 
higher frequency components of the signal. Normally th is  is what 
happens since rea l systems are seldom band-lim ited and consequently 
would require an im practica l, in f in i t e  ra te  of sampling to avoid a l l  
d is to r t io n .  From an examination of Figure 3"2 i t  seems probable 
th a t increasing the sampling frequency to  increase the displacement 
of the spectra w i l l  reduce the d is to rt io n  of non-band-1imited  
signals.
3*2  C orre la ting  Sampling Frequency and Recoverable Frequency
Verify ing  th is  las t statement should not be d i f f i c u l t .  Using 
a noiseless system (to  is o la te  the fo ld -over e f fe c t )  a pulse input 
can be introduced and then various sampling rates used to record 
data from the input and output curves, i . e . ,  a d i f fe re n t  sampling 
ra te  fo r  each set of curves. Applying the e rror c r i te r io n  developed
29
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a) Frequency Spectrum of Signal 3"1 a) Sampled 
a t  a Frequency of 3 ^g
b) Frequency Spectrum of Signal 3"1 a) Sampled 
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where e = complex point error
MCp = magnitude of complex point 
Leo = lo g ^  of the frequency 
a maximum recoverable frequency, u)D, can be found fo r  each sampling 
rate or frequency and the e f fe c t  of sampling frequency should be 
apparent. This was done using three error c r i te r io n  values of 
0 .01 , O.OO5 , and 0.002. The input was a ramp pulse put through 
a f i r s t  order lag and the system was a f i r s t  order lag as shown 
in Figure 3- 3 . The results indicated that the recoverable frequency 
d e f in i te ly  is a function of the sampling frequency fo r  a noiseless 
system. Defining the " th e o re t ic a l"  maximum recoverable frequency, 
05̂ , to  be 1 /2  the sampling frequency, the results  were corre la ted  
in terms of a percentage of th is  th eore tica l maximum. As 
Figures 3“^> 3”5j ar>d 3”6 show, the percentage of the th eo re tica l  
maximum frequency does not appear to be a function of the sampling 
frequency although there is some scatter in the data. The average 
percentage recoveries fo r  the various error c r i te r io n  values are  
65*8$ fo r  0 .01 , 59 . Vf fo r O.OO5 , and kS.6$> fo r  0.002. The minimum 
percentage recoveries are 60$ fo r  0 . 01, 50$ fo r 0 . 005, and 38$ for  
0.002* Introduction of a dead time into the system does not a f fe c t  
the c o rre la t io n . Reference to the las t two en tr ies  in Table 2-1 
of Chapter 2 w i l l  show that dead time has no e f fe c t  on error values.
DATA
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. ls+1 . ls+1INPUT OUTPUT
SYSTEM
FIGURE 3- 3 . System and Input
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FIGURE 3-4. Recoverable Fraction of Shannon Frequency versus 
Sampling Time (2it/sampling frequency). Error C rite r ion  Value of 0.01.
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FIGURE 3- 5 . Recoverable Fraction of Shannon Frequency versus 











FIGURE 3- 6 . Recoverable Fraction of Shannon Frequency versus 
Sampling Time (2it/sampli ng frequency). Error C rite r ion  Value of 0.002*
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Higher percentage recoveries were found fo r a second order 
system. This might have been expected since a second order system 
attenuates the input sharper than a f i r s t  order system, and therefore, 
i t  reduces the fo ld-over e f fe c t  in the output transform. Figure 3“7 
shows the average recoverable fra c t io n  of the th eo re tica l maximum 
recoverable frequency p lotted  versus ra tio s  of second order system 
time constants fo r  0.01 e rror c r i te r io n  value. Note that as the 
time constant r a t io  decreases (meaning that the system is approaching 
a f i r s t  order system) the recoverable fra c tio n  decreases, approaching 
the recoverable fra c tio n  of a f i r s t  order system. Hence, fo r  the 
noiseless system, a f i r s t  order lag is the conservative case. I f  
0.01 is taken as a reasonable value of the e rro r  c r i te r io n ,  recovery 
of no more than 66$ of the th e o re t ic a l maximum recoverable frequency 
should be expected.
3* 3 Frequency Content
As frequency content is important in pulse testing , a precise  
d e f in it io n  w i l l  now be given to f a c i l i t a t e  understanding of much of 
the presentation to fo llow . The frequency content of a non-periodic  
pulse x ( t )  occurring over a time in te rv a l Tp is defined as:
Clements ( 2) provides an exce llen t development which shows that  
the frequency content of non-periodic functions varies continuously 
with frequency while the frequency content of periodic functions  
has values only a t  d iscrete  frequencies corresponding to in teg ra l  
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FIGURE 3”7* Average Recoverable Fraction of Shannon Recoverable Frequency versus 
Ratios of Second Order System Time Constants. Error C rite r io n  Value of 0.01.
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of frequency content for a non-periodic pulse corresponds to the 
d e f in it io n  of the Fourier transform of the input or output. There­
fo re , fo r  a non-periodic pulse input, the Fourier transforms of the 
input and output have values a t  a l l  frequencies. One well-chosen 
non-periodic pulse input, i . e . ,  one with a s ig n if ic a n t value of 
frequency content a t a l l  of the frequencies of in te res t, w i l l  y ie ld  
s u ff ic ie n t  data to construct the e n t ire  Bode p lo t ,  while many 
sinusoidal input tests would be required to construct the same p lo t.  
This is the basis for the popu larity  of the pulse testing technique.
As frequency content is a complex number i t  possesses both a magnitude 
and a phase angle, however a l l  plots and values given w i l l  re fe r  only 
to i ts  magnitude.
3 •^ Severe Fold-Over in the input
I t  is often desirable to increase the frequency content of an
input a t high frequencies, and th is  can be accomplished by shortening
the input pulse duration. For a noiseless system this had l i t t l e
e f fe c t  u n t i l  the r a t io  of pulse duration, T , to sampling in te rv a l ,
ST, f e l l  below %  then the resu lts  degenerated badly as shown in
Table 3” 1* In several instances the magnitude ra t io  was o f fs e t  by
a constant amount. A very p laus ib le  explanation fo r  th is behavior
a t  low pulse duration to sampling in te rv a l ra tios  is severe fo ld -
over in the input (the output is f i l t e r e d  by the system). Apparently,
as the sampling in te rva l is lengthened, decreasing the sampling
frequency, the spectra are displaced less and the fo ld-over increases
fo r .a  given pulse. Figure 3"8 shows a comparison of the input and 
output transforms with th e ir  a n a ly t ic  values fo r  an example where 
the pulse time to sampling in te rv a l r a t io  is below f iv e .  The
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TABLE 3-1
E ffe c t of Pulse Duration to Sampling Time Ratio  





0.03 0-5 I 6 .7 .67
0.06 1.0 I 6 .7 .68
0.09 o» 1.0 11.1 .62
0.03 •25 8-3 •71
0.06 •5 8-3 •71
0.09 •5 5 .6 .69
O.O3 •125 4 .2 .05
0.06 •25 4 .2 . 10
























FIGURE 3- 8 . Comparison of A nalytic  and Calculated Input and Output 
Transforms. Pulse Time to Sampling Time Ratio Below Five.
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number 5 is probably sp ec if ic  to the pulse type, which had the 
equations
but the same resu lt  is to be expected from other pulse types at  
low pulse duration to sampling time ra tio s .
3*5 In tegration Technique
There has been considerable discussion and some disagreement 
over what in tegration  technique should be used in the Fourier 
transform calcu lations and both numerical and "a n a ly tic "  approaches 
have been offered .
The basic equation to evaluate is
is made to f a c i l i t a t e  the actual ca lcu la tio n , but th is  w i l l  not 
be necessary for the present purposes. Frequent comment is made
x ( t )  = 8 (1- )
3 TP0 £ t  £
2 3-3P
x ( t )  = 8(1 -  f - )
3 TP
2 < t  £ TP 3-4P
0
3-5
Normally the Euler substitu tion
e •̂ a)t = cos (cot) -  j  sin (cot) 3-6
in the l i t e r a tu r e  that the d irec t app lica tion  of a quadrature formula 
such as the trapezoid ru le or Simpson's ru le to the evaluation of 
the in tegrals  is unsatisfactory because a t  high frequencies the 
rapid o s c i l la t io n  of the product curves, such as y ( t )  cos (cot), 
w i l l  cause the approximation to degenerate seriously. To overcome 
th is  d i f f i c u l t y  a number of people have advocated approximating the 
curves x ( t )  and y ( t )  over a small increment of time, substitu ting  
th is  approximation in to  the in teg ra l and a n a ly t ic a l ly  performing 
the in tegration . The to ta l  in tegra l is obtained by summing a l l  of 
the small in tegra ls  necessary to span the e n t ire  pulse time. I t  is 
quite  in te res t in g  to note the resu lting equations produced when 
various degrees of sophistication in approximating function fo r  the 
curves x ( t )  and y ( t )  are used.
The simplest approximation for the curves is to assume a 
constant value over the time increment, a stepped curve approximation. 
Substituting th is  approximation and a n a ly t ic a l ly  in tegrating gives 
fo r  the r a t io  of output to input transforms
At E y (k A t  ) e‘ JmkAty
y coAt / 2  k=l y
G(jcu) = ---------------- y----------------------------------------------- 3 .7
sin(cnAt /2 )  m -jcoiAt
At ------------ * -----  E x ( i  At ) e x
X cuA t/2  i =1 X/V
I f  the more sophisticated approximation of a s tra ig h t l in e  
between points on the curves is used even better results should 




sin((uAt /2 )  n -jaokAt
i t  -------------X  S  y ( k i t  ) e y
y coAt / 2  k=l y
G(ju>) = ------------------ y------------    3 .8
sin(cuAt /2 )  m -jcoiAt
At ------------ 2-----  E x ( i At ) e x
X coAt / 2  i= l  xx
Note the s im i la r i t y  of th is  resu lt  to the previous one. In both 
cases the same summation term is m u lt ip lie d  by a correction fa c to r.  
Lees (4) has shown that th is  holds true as the sophistication of 
the approximation is increased fu rth er . As pointed out by both 
Lees (4) and Clements (2 ) ,  i f  At equals At then the correction
y *
factors cancel leaving simply the r a t io  of summation terms. This 
is the same re s u lt  which would be obtained by one of the crudest 
of approximations fo r evaluating in tegra ls  -  simply assuming the 
in teg ra l can be represented by a summation of rectangles. Therefore, 
i f  the time increments for taking data from the input and output 
curves are equal, then the in tegration  technique is of no consequence 
and a sophisticated approximation is unnecessary. This resu lt  
removes a l l  doubts about the accuracy of the in tegration technique
employed in the Fast Fourier Transform to be discussed in Chapter 6 .
I t  might be argued that smaller time increments are necessary 
fo r  approximating the input curve since i t  necessarily w i l l  have 
a shorter time base than the output curve. To determine the 
e f fe c t  of using d i f fe re n t  sampling time increments for approximating 
the curves and, also to  compare a n a ly t ic a l versus numerical
^3
in tegration  techniques, several test cases were calcu lated fo r  a 
f i r s t  order lag system with a 0 .1  time constant and a pulse input 
described by equations 3"! and 3"2. The results presented in 
Table 3"2 show a d e f in i te  trend of a decrease in the recoverable 
frequency w ith an increase in the sampling time increment of e ith e r  
the input or output curve, but the results are evenly divided as to  
which curve a ffec ted  the results  most w ith a decrease in its  
sampling time. These resu lts  are fo r  no ise-free data. When noise 
is present, i t  w i l l  almost in variab ly  be a t  a higher level in the 
output than in the input, causing the output transform to d e te r io ra te  
a t  a lower frequency than the input. Therefore i f  two d i f fe re n t  
sampling frequencies are to be used, a good case could be made for  
using the higher sampling frequency on the output rather than the 
i nput-
The question of "a n a ly t ic a l"  versus numerical in tegration  
technique is a lso  treated in Table 3 -2  as stated previously. . The 
"a n a ly t ic a l"  technique uses a s tra ig h t l in e  approximation between 
data points which is substituted in to  the Fourier transform in teg ra l  
and integrated a n a ly t ic a l ly .  The numerical technique simply 
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The tab le  confirms the a n a ly t ic a l pred iction that the results  w i l l  be 
id e n t ic a l fo r  the d i f fe re n t  in tegration  techniques when Atx = At^. 
When At is not equal to At there is considerable va r ia t io n  in the
*  y
recoverable frequency between the two techniques, but there appears 
to be no ju s t i f ic a t io n  for saying that one technique is b e tte r  than 
the other. In the range of p ra c t ic a l varia tions of the two sampling 
frequencies, the ra t io  of the correction factors fo r the output and 
input in tegra ls  does not appear to be a s ig n if ic a n t  factor in the 
resu lts .
When unequal sampling rates are used fo r  the input and output, 
specifying an in tegration  technique to obtain the best results  and 
choosing the sampling rates to recover the desired frequencies 
becomes a d i f f i c u l t  task. Neither the optimum sampling rates nor 
the best in tegration  technique can be chosen with any c e rta in ty  
because of inconsistent varia tions  exhib ited by both. Since resu lts  
obtained using equal sampling rates fo r  input and output are not 
dependent on the in tegration  technique and have been found to be 
much more pred ictable  than results  fo r unequal rates, equal 
sampling rates are recommended fo r Fourier analysis.
3 .6  Conclusi ons
The fo ld-over e f fe c t  from sampling proved to have a considerable  
influence on the maximum recoverable frequency. As a re s u lt ,  fo r  
a noiseless system the maximum recoverable frequency was found to 
be a function of the sampling frequency, where the sampling 
frequencies fo r  the input and output were equal. Defining a
be
" th e o re t ic a l"  maximum recoverable frequency as 1/2 the sampling 
frequency, the percentage recovery of th is  theoretica l value was 
found to be approximately constant for a wide range of sampling 
frequencies and equal to 66$ fo r  f i r s t  order systems and an e rro r  
c r i te r io n  value of 0.01. Noiseless second order systems allowed 
higher percentage recoveries than f i r s t  order systems. At very low 
pulse duration to sampling time ratios (5 or less fo r the pulse used 
in the study) fo ld -over in the input caused a sudden and dras tic  
d e te r io ra t io n  in the recoverable frequency.
Simple numerical in teg ration  techniques were found to be 
equal to more sophisticated "a n a ly t ic a l"  in tegration techniques for  
ca lc u la t in g  the r a t io  of Fourier transforms necessary to convert 
time domain pulse response data to frequency response data, even 
when the input and output sampling times were unequal. However, 
fo r  unequal sampling times, considerable and unpredictable v a r ia t io n  
was found between the results  of the a n a ly tic a l and numerical 
techniques. Because of th is  and because the results using unequal 
sampling rates were unpredictable even for a single in tegration  
technique, equal sampling rates are recommended fo r input and 
output. Results from equal sampling rates are not dependent upon 
the in teg ra tio n  technique and proved much more predictable .
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CHAPTER 4 
NOISE EFFECTS IN FOURIER ANALYSIS
The two major sources of e rro r  in ca lcu lating  Fourier transforms 
are ( 1) fo ld -o ver from sampling and (2) noise in the data.
Chapter 4 w i l l  be devoted to the second problem - noise in the data. 
Noise enters the c a lcu la tio n  through the input, x ( t ) ,  and the 
output, y ( t ) ,  which are included in the r a t io  of Fourier in tegra ls  
used to c a lcu la te  G ( jo ) ) ,  the system Fourier transform.
J y ( t )  e -JCDt dt
G (joo) = ---------------------------  4 .1
J x ( t )  e ^  dt
4. 1 Defining the Maximum Recoverable Frequency
In order to make comparisons and corre la tions describing the 
e f fe c ts  of noise i t  was necessary to define the maximum recoverable 
frequency. This was achieved by applying the error c r ite r io n  
developed in Chapter 2 and using a value of 0.01.
T e 2
r ( -J 2- )  dLrn = 0.01 If. 2
ep
where Tp = pulse duration
e = d ifference  in magnitude between calculated  cp 3
and true complex point 
48
MCp = magnitude of true complex point
Leo = lo g ^  of the frequency
This 0.01 value applies not only to the work done in th is  chapter 
but a lso to the resu lts  from other chapters that are applied  
in th is  chapter.
4 .2  Noise Introduction and Characterization
d
By introducing a known amount of white noise into a system
i t  should be possible to determine the e ffec ts  of noise on the
maximum recoverable frequency. In most cases the input w i l l  be
r e la t iv e ly  no ise -free  compared to the output, indicating most of the 
noise is picked up in the process. To simulate process conditions  
the approach taken was to add the noise to the output as diagrammed 
in Figure 4 -1 . Another point in favor of adding the noise to  the 
output is that the output is attenuated by the process so that the 
same level of noise w i l l  have a much greater e f fe c t  on the output 
than on the input.
A commonly used c r i te r io n  fo r  characterizing noise is i ts  
root-mean-square (RMS) value as defined in the following equation:
where
RMS
. th value of noise
^ •3
i
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FIGURE 4 -1 . Addition of Noise to the System
o
This cr i te r io n  was adopted and both p o s it iv e  and negative deviations  
were allowed. To see i f  the noise should be characterized by a 
time constant in addition to its  RMS value, a te s t  was made in which 
the noise was put through a f i r s t  order lag before measuring its  
RMS value. The results are presented in Figure 4 -2  where the 
recoverable frequency, o>̂ , is p lo tted  versus noise RMS value with  
the f i r s t  order lag time constants of the noise as parameters.
For a constant RMS value the recovery increases as the time constant 
increases, but the increase is not s ig n if ic a n t  except fo r very large 
time constants a t  low noise levels . Furthermore, a time constant of 
zero was the most conservative case so that the RMS value alone 
appears to be a good c r i te r io n  for measuring the noise.
4 .3  The E ffect of NoPse
The system chosen for testing the e f fe c t  of random noise was 
a f i r s t  order lag (time constant = 0 . l )  because a f i r s t  order lag 
plus dead time is a good approximation to  many rea l systems and dead 
time does not a f fe c t  the resu lts . The input pulse was a ramp 
f i l t e r e d  by a f i r s t  order lag and is shown in Figure 4-3* The 
results  o f the test are presented in Figure 4 -4  where the frac tio n  
recovered -  the r a t io  of the maximum recoverable frequency (as 
defined by the e rro r  c r i te r io n )  to the th e o re t ic a l maximum 
recoverable frequency (defined as one-half the sampling frequency) -  
is p lo tte d  versus noise RMS with sampling time as a parameter. The 
percentage recovery is very high a t an RMS of zero (noise free  
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FIGURE 4 -2 . Comparison o f the E ffec t of F i lte re d  
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FIGURE 4"3- Ramp Pulse F ilte re d  by a 
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FIGURE 4 -4 . E ffect of Noise on the Recoverable Fraction o f  
the Theoretical Maximum Recoverable Frequency fo r  Various Sampling
Times.
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averages 66$, a much higher figure than the 10$ quoted by other
investigators without regard to noise le v e l .  But as the noise RMS 
value increases there is a sharp decline in the recovery percentage 
fo r  the fas ter sampling rates and, s u rp r is in g ly , very l i t t l e  change 
a t  the slow sampling rates. I t  is c lear th a t w ith  the introduction  
of more than small levels of noise there is no longer a constant 
percentage recovery independent of sampling frequency. 
k .k  Explaining the-Noise Effects
P lo tting  recoverable frequency versus noise RMS value in 
Figure provides more insight into the noise -  sampling e f fe c t  
re la t ion sh ip . At low noise levels there is a considerable d ifference  
in the recoverable frequency for the various sampling frequencies, 
but as the noise level increases, the d iffe ren ce  becomes much 
sm aller. The obvious conclusion is that a t  low noise levels the 
fo ld -o ver e f fe c t  from sampling is the c o n tro l l in g  fac to r  but as 
the noise level increases, noise soon becomes dominant. However, 
th is  does not f u l l y  explain why the fa s t  sampling rates are  
a ffec ted  so severely while the slow sampling rates are hardly  
a ffec ted . The key to this can be found in the p lo t  of input pulse 
frequency content versus the log of the frequency, oo, given in 
Figure k-S.  Recall that the frequency content o f the input pulse 
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FIGURE 4-5 . E ffec t of Noise on Maximum Recoverable 
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FIGURE k-6.  Input Pulse Frequency Content
With no noise the high sampling frequencies allowed recovery at  
high frequencies, where Figure k-6  shows the frequency content curve 
has a small value and is r e la t iv e ly  f l a t .  Since the frequency 
content was low at the high frequencies, only a low le v e l o f noise 
was required to cause serious e rro r  in the Bode p lo t a t  high 
frequencies. This small frequency content value combined w ith the 
f la tn e s s  of the curve permits low levels of noise to  reduce the 
maximum recoverable frequency d ra s t ic a l ly .  In co ntras t, the low 
sampling frequencies, even in the noise-free case, were recovering 
only low frequency information. Here, the input pulse frequency 
content is much higher and the frequency content curve has a much 
greater slope. As a re s u lt ,  the introduction of a small amount of 
noise did not seriously a f fe c t  the recovery. This explanation  
assumes there is a re la tionsh ip  between noise leve l and frequency 
content a t  the blow-up frequency.
I f .5 Corre lating  Noise RMS Value and Frequency Content
The existence of th is  re lationship  was proved by varying the 
frequency content o f the input to give d if fe re n t  recoverable  
frequency versus noise RMS plots a t a given sampling frequency. The 
pulse chosen fo r the te s t was a cubed tr ian g u la r  pulse of un it  
height because th is  pulse shape has a frequency content which 
extends to high frequencies without encountering zeroes and the 
frequency content can be changed read ily  in a known manner. The 
equations for th is pulse are given below and Figure k - J  is a p lo t  
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where Tp = pulse duration  
The frequency content was varied by varying the pulse duration,
Tp, and fo r  most of the frequencies of in te re s t , halving the pulse 
duration  doubled the frequency content. To is o la te  the noise e f fe c t
frequencies of in te re s t  (oj < I 3O radians/sec) was used to reduce
the fo ld -o v e r  to a neg lig ib le  point. The system used fo r  the tes t
was a f i r s t  order lag with a time constant of 0 . 1.
Five d i f fe r e n t  pulse durations were used in the te s t w ith
the i n i t i a l  pulse duration equal to 2-0 time units and each
succeeding pulse duration equal to 1/2  the preceeding duration.
Thus the f i f t h  pulse had a duration 1/16 as long as the f i r s t ,
g iv ing  the f i f t h  pulse a frequency content 16 times as large as
the f i r s t  a t  the frequencies of in te res t . This provided a wide
range of frequency content values a t each frequency under
consideration . Figure lf-8  reveals that there is a considerable
change in the noise RMS versus recoverable frequency, o> , p lo t
R
as the frequency content of the input changes. For a given noise 
le v e l the recoverable frequency increased with increasing frequency 
content. As was to be expected since the noise was added to  the
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FIGURE, 4-8. Effect on the Maxi mum Recoverable Frequency 
Versus Noise RMS Value Plot of Varying the Input Pulse Duration.
Sampling Time of O.OO5 .
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output (for the reasons given e a r l ie r  in Section 4 .2 ) ,  the output 
transform always d e ter io ra ted  a t a lower frequency than the input 
transform. Consequently, the best corre la tion  among recoverable  
frequency, noise le v e l ,  and frequency content was found using the 
output frequency content. P lo t t in g  noise RMS versus the output 
frequency content of the maximum recoverable frequency (defined by 
the 0.01 e r ro r  c r i te r io n  value) on a log-log plot produced the 
co rre la tio n  shown in Figure 4-9* This p lot indicates th a t the 
re la tion sh ip  between noise RMS and frequency content is described 
by the equation:
log RMS = b log FCO + log a 4 .7
where FCO = frequency content of the output pulse 
a t  the maximum recoverable frequency,
a ,b  = constants
Rearranging,
= b 4 .8
log FCO
Si nee
FCO = | Y(jooR| 4 .9
10 io"3 io“2
FCO
FIGURE k-S-  Noise RMS Value Versus the Frequency 
Content of the Output Pulse a t  the Maximum Recoverable 
Frequency. Sampling Time of O.OO5 .
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Equation k.Q can be w r it te n  as
k.10
Recalling th a t the LaPlace transform of the output, Y(S), is 
re la ted  to the LaPlace transform of the input, X(S) ,  by the tran s fe r  
function G(S) in the fo llow ing manner
Y(S) = G (S) X (S) k . U
Equation k.  10 can be w r it te n
 lsa_RMs = b i*. 12
log |G(jmR) X (jcoR) |
This shows the f u t i l i t y  of attempting to corre la te  noise leve l w ith
ju s t  the input frequency content because the e f fe c t  of G(jco ) isR
considerable.
The c o rre la t io n  in Figure k-9  is fo r  a high sampling frequency 
which e f fe c t iv e ly  removes the fo ld-over e f fe c t .  To see how the 
c o rre la t io n  is a ffec ted  when a lower, more p rac tica l sampling 
frequency is used, the te s t was repeated fo r sampling times of 
0.0J.5 time units  (209 radians/tim e u n it)  and O.O3 time units  
(105 radians/tim e u n it ) .  (The corner frequency of the system is 
a t  10 radians/tim e u n i t . )  The shortest duration pulse (0.125  






r a t io  was too low for the O.O3 sampling time and somewhat 
questionable fo r  the 0.015 sampling time. Figures 4-10 and 4-11 
show the re s u lts . Even with fo ld-over e f fe c ts  from sampling present, 
a s tra ig h t  l in e  corre la tio n  between log RMS and log FCO is obtained 
in both cases; however, although the slopes are approximately equal 
there is an o ffs e t due to the sampling frequency. For a given 
noise level and frequency content, increasing the sampling frequency 
reduces the fo ld -over and increases the recoverable frequency.
Figure 4 -12  shows a comparison of the s t ra ig h t  l in e  approximations 
fo r  the three cases (ST = O.OO5 , 0.015, O.O3) .  The frequency content 
values used are the a n a ly tic a l frequency content values a t  the 
maximum recoverable frequency. Because of the fo ld -over e f fe c t ,  
frequency content values calculated numerically from the data points 
vary w ith  sampling frequency for a given pulse. Figure 4-13 shows 
a comparison of output frequency content curves calculated  
numerically and a n a ly t ic a l ly .  For the output pulses derived from 
very short duration input pulses the frequency content curve 
calcu lated  numerically deviates considerably from the true an a ly tic  
curve. Using the true a n a ly t ic  value of frequency content for the 
co rre la t io n  of RMS and FCO was more conservative than using the 
numerically calculated values because fo r  the cases used here the 
numerically calculated values were lower. In most cases the 
discrepancy between numerical and a n a ly t ic  values w i l l  not be 
serious but the existence of the discrepancy should be noted.
FIGURE 4-10 . Noise RMS Value Versus the Frequency 
Content of the Output Pulse a t the Maximum Recoverable 


















FIGURE 4-11. Noise RMS Value Versus the Frequency Content 
of the Output Pulse a t  the Maximum Recoverable Frequency.










FIGURE 4 -1 2 . Comparison of the S tra igh t Line 
Approximation to  tjie Noise RMS Value Versus the Frequency 
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FIGURE 4-13 . Comparison of A na ly tica l w ith Calculated  
Frequency Content Curves fo r the Output Pulse. Sampling Time of O.O3 .
4 .6  Frequency Content
The importance of frequency content has been established and 
discussion in greater d e ta i l  is warranted. Previously, the 
normalized' frequency content has been considered by many people as 
perhaps the most important consideration in determining the maximum 
recoverable frequency, but the c o rre l la t io n s  o f Figures 4 -9 , 4 -10, 
and 4-11 show that the actual frequency content is the rea l quantity  
of in te re s t  and there is a d ifference. The normalized frequency 
content is the frequency content at any given frequency, to, divided  
by the frequency content a t  = 0, where the frequency content is 
a maximum. Thus the normalized frequency content begins a t  one.
An example w i l l  v iv id ly  point out the d iffe ren ce  between the two 
q u a n tit ie s . As stated e a r l ie r ,  one way to increase the frequency 
content of a pulse a t  i ts  higher frequencies is to shorten the 
pulse duration. Using the pulse with Equations 4 -5  and 4 .6  the 
e f fe c t  on the normalized frequency content o f halving the pulse 
duration is shown by p lo tt in g  the normalized frequency content fo r  
pulse durations of 1.0 and 0 .5  in Figure 4 -14. Note that both 
pulses begin a t  1. 0, but that the short duration pulse soon has a 
value much greater than the long duration pulse. Now observe the 
e f fe c t  o f halving the pulse duration when the same two pulses are 
used and the actual frequency content is p lo tte d  in Figure 4-15* 
While decreasing the pulse width increases the frequency content a t  
high frequencies, the i n i t i a l  e f fe c t  is to decrease the frequency 
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FIGURE 4-15* E ffect on the Frequency Content of 
Halving the Pulse Duration
is ca rr ied  to an extreme, the i n i t i a l  value of the frequency content 
could be below the value required by the noise level fo r information  
recovery so that no information could be recovered. A re la ted  
observation was made in data calculated fo r  th is chapter. Apparently, 
a t  low frequencies (below the corner frequency), higher than normal 
frequency content to RMS ra tios  are required. For high noise levels  
the recovery was poor a t  low frequencies and much b e tte r  a t  higher 
frequencies below the blow-up frequency. As the.pulse duration  
decreased, the obscured frequencies persisted to higher and higher 
values. Although the shorter pulses helped the recovery a t  high 
frequencies, there was a harmful e f fe c t  a t low frequencies. This 
points out the danger that attempting to " o v e rk i l l"  w ith  an extremely  
short pulse width may a c tu a lly  be detrimental at the frequencies of 
in te re s t .
Besides pulse duration there are two other methods fo r  
increasing the frequency content. One is to increase the pulse 
height. The l im ita t io n  here is that i f  too large a pulse height is 
used then the response of the system is not even approximately 
l in e a r .  The other method is to select a pulse shape w ith  a larger  
frequency content a t  high frequencies. Clements (1) provides a 
p lo t showing the r e la t iv e  frequency contents of several pulse 
shapes.
4 .7  Noise and Sampling Frequency Constraints
With Figure 4 -12  and information developed in Chapter 3 on 
sampling e f fe c ts ,  the constraints on recoverable frequency imposed
by noise and sampling frequency can be predicted. An example w i l l  
provide a good i l lu s t r a t io n  of how this works. For the example
a given noise level and sampling frequency w i l l  be chosen and
four input pulses, each with a d i f fe re n t  frequency content w i l l  be 
used. The pulses w i l l  be chosen so that both the noise and 
sampling frequency constraints w i l l  be explored. Equations 4*5  
and If. 6 describe the input pulse and durations of 2. 0, 1. 0, 0 . 5 , 
and 0.25 were used. The sampling time was O.O3, the noise level  
was RMS = 0.000515> and the system was a f i r s t  order lag with a 
time constant of 0 .1 .  Figure 4 -12  predicts that for  a noise leve l  
of  RMS = O.OOO5 I 5 and a sampling time of O.O3, a frequency content  
in the output pulse of 0.00047 is the minimum for  information 
recovery. In Chapter 3 Section 3*2, for  the noiseless case the 
average percentage recovery of the theoret ical maximum recoverable 
frequency was found to be 66$ (based on the 0.01 error  c r i t e r io n  
value adopted as the standard fo r  this chapter). The predicted  
sampling frequency l im i t  is ,  therefore,
( n - f e )  °  69 r a d.U " s  u' 0 . 03' time uni t  J
The two constraints for information recovery are 1) the frequency
content of  the output must be a t  least 0.00047 and 2) the frequency 
cannot be greater than 69 radians/t ime unit .  Figure 4-16 is a p lo t  
of the output frequency content fo r  the 4 pulses and the two 
constra ints are marked on the p lo t  by dotted lines. The c i rc les  
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FIGURE k -1 6 . Use of Constraints to Predict  
Maximum Recoverable Frequency
curves and show that the constraints adequately predict  the maximum 
recoverable frequency.
4 .8  Conclus ? ons
Noise was shown to cause s ig n i f ic a n t  reductions in the maximum 
recoverable frequency fo r  high sampling frequencies and to have a 
much less severe e f fe c t  on low sampling frequencies. This was 
explained by the shape of the frequency content curve and postulating  
the existence of a re la t ionship  between the noise level and the 
frequency content a t  the maximum recoverable frequency. The 
existence of this  re la t ionsh ip  was proved by the results presented 
in Figure 4-8 and graphs showing the re la t ionship  were plotted  
in Figures k-S,  10, 11, and 12- I t  was shown that for  a given 
sampling frequency the RMS value of the noise was related to the 
frequency content of the output pulse (FCO) by the fol lowing  
equati on:
log RMS = b log FCO + log a 4.14
The constant "a" was found to vary noticeably with sampling 
frequency while the constant "b" changed very l i t t l e  with sampling 
frequency. The noise constra int  developed in th is  chapter coupled 
with the sampling frequency constra in t  developed in Chapter 3 
adequately predicted the maximum recoverable frequency. I t  was 
shown how shortening the pulse duration to increase the frequency 
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CHAPTER 5
FILTERING AND SIGNIFICANT FIGURE EFFECTS 
IN FOURIER ANALYSIS
This chapter w i l l  be concerned with some prac t ica l  aspects of 
computing Fourier transforms. The use of f i l t e r i n g ,  both pre- and 
post-sample, to improve information recovery w i l l  be examined, and 
the e f fe c t  of  s ig n i f ic a n t  f igures,  both in the data and in the 
computer, w i l l  be studied. The error  c r i te r io n  used to determine 
the maximum recoverable frequency is given by Equation 4 .2 .
5*1 Post-Sample F i l t e r in g
Figures 5“ 1 and 5"2 i l l u s t r a t e  two ways to apply f i l t e r i n g :
1) f i l t e r i n g  the continuous s ignal,  i . e .  pre-sample f i l t e r i n g ;  and
2) f i l t e r i n g  the sampled data, i . e .  post-sample f i l t e r i n g .  In many 
instances the most convenient method would be post-sample f i l t e r i n g ,  
and for some systems continuous f i l t e r i n g  of certa in  variables would 
be v i r t u a l l y  impossible ( fo r  example, composition determined v ia a 
chromatograph). Furthermore, post-sample f i l t e r i n g  would allow the 
data to be co l lec ted  without any special procedures or equipment.
As this method is very appealing, tests were set up to evaluate i t .
A f i r s t  order lag system (time constant = 0 .1 ) ,  excited by the
lagged ramp input pulse shown in Figure 5“3> was used fo r  the
evaluation tes t .  To the discrete  input and output data f i r s t  order
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equal to the time constant of the output f i l t e r  so tha t  the dynamics 
of the f i l t e r s  canceled in the transfer function ca lcu la t ion .  The 
f i r s t  order lag f i l t e r  was implemented by three methods. One method 
used the simple numerical f i l t e r i n g  equation
Yf [ ( i  + l )A t ]  = Yf  [ i At] + (Y[ (i + l )  At] -  Yf [ i A t ] )  ~  5-1
where Y [ iA t ]  = u n f i l te red  data value 
Yj-[ iAt]  = f i l t e r e d  data value
At = time increment between data points  
t .̂ = f i l t e r  time constant.
A second method used the same equation form but the At increment was 
subdivided into 100 increments and a s t ra igh t  l ine  approximation was 
assumed between the o r ig ina l  data points. Thus 99 pseudo data points 
were placed between each two o r ig ina l  data points. The th ird  method
«* 'i
used the Z-transform technique to implement the f i r s t  order lag 
f i l t e r  and produced the f i l t e r i n g  equation
_ At _ At
Yf [ ( i  + l ) A t ]  = Yf [ i A t ]  e Tf  + Y[ (i  + 1)At]  (1 -  e Tf )  5 -2
Table 5~1 shows the results of the f i l t e r i n g  using the three 
methods for  At = 0.046, noise RMS = 12-2 and f i l t e r  time constants 
ranging from 1.0 to 0 .1 .  (To put the noise value in proper 
perspective note that the maximum input pulse height is 90*) The 
maximum recoverable frequency ou was 3-85 fo r  the u n f i l te re d  data 
points. The simple numerical f i l t e r i n g  method gave a small
TABLE 5 -1
Effect  of F ! I t e r  Constant on Recoverable Frequency 
fo r  D i f ferent  Post-Sample F i l te r in g  Techniques
F i l te r in g  Technique: SIMPLE 100 Z
NUMERICAL POINT TRANSFORM
ST RMS Tf  ( ' “ r “ b
0.046 12.2 1.0 4-335 4.404 4.450
0.046 12-2
*
• 9 M 3 5 4.406 4.453
0.046 12-2 •8 4.334 4.407 4.456
0.046 ' 12-2 •7 4.332 4.408 4.458
0.046 12.2 .6 4.327 4.407 4.460
0.046 12-2 •5 4-318 4.405 4.460
0.046 12.2 .4 4 . 3OO 4.397 4.457
0.046 12.2 •3 4.249 4.379 4.446
0.046 12.2 .2 4 .100 4.316 4.401
0.046 12.2 . 1 2.411 3-902 4.045
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improvement in recoverable frequency u n t i l  the f i l t e r  constant was 
decreased to a value approaching the At value. Then the results  
deter iorated as would be expected upon examining the f i l t e r  equation. 
The 100 point method removed the At/T^. r a t i o  problem and increased 
the accuracy, but there was s t i l l  only a small increase in recoverable 
frequency over the un f i l te red  case. The Z-transform technique was 
the better  of the three methods by only a s l ig h t  margin, but the 
increase in recoverable frequency over the u n f i l te re d  case was not 
si gni f ican t .
With the same system and input, the noise level  was lowered to 
an RMS of 1.22 and using the 100 point f i l t e r i n g  technique the f i l t e r  
constant, t^., was varied from 1.0 to 0.011. The u n f i l te re d  data 
yie lded a maximum recoverable frequency of I 7.06 while Table 5” 2 
shows that the f i l te r e d  values produced recoverable frequencies 
ranging from 17*07 to I 7 . 36. The increase in recoverable frequency 
was even less s ign i f ican t  than i t  was in the high noise- level  case.
Table 5-3 presents the resu lts  of varying the f i l t e r  constant 
using both the 100 point and Z-transform f i l t e r  techniques when no 
noise is introduced into the system. In a l l  cases the maximum
recoverable frequency is 45*07 which is the value obtained using
*
u n f i l te re d  data.
These results show l i t t l e  or no increase in recoverable 
frequency accruing from post-sample f i l t e r i n g  at  low noise levels 
and an ins ign if icant  increase for  high noise levels .  Consideration 
of the frequency spectrum of a sampled signal w i l l  provide some
85
TABLE 5 -2
Effect  of F i l t e r  Constant on Recoverable Frequency 










































TABLE 5 -2  CONTINUED
<»R Tf  RMS ST
17-083 .OI67 1.22 0.01*6
17-085 .0154 1.22 0 . 01*6
17-087 .0143 1.22 0 . 01*6
17-089 .O I33 1.22 0.01*6
17-09° .0125 1-22 0.01*6
17-092 .0118 1.22 0.01*6
17-093 -0111 1.22 0 . 01*6
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TABLE 5-3
E ffect  of F i l t e r  Constant on the Recoverable Frequency of 





\ Tf RMS ST
45.07 45.07
00CVJ• 0.0 0.046
45.07 45.O7 . 100 0.0 0.046
45.07 45.O7 .067 0.0 0.046
45.O7 45.07 .050 0.0 0.046
45.O7 45.07 .040 0.0 0.046
45.07 45.O7 •033 0.0 0.046
45 .07 45.O7 .025 0 .0 0.046
45.07 45.07
0CVJ0 0 .0 0.046
45 .07 45.07 .015 0 .0 0.046
45.07 45.07 .012 0.0 0.046
45.07 45.07 .010 0.0 0.046
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insight into the resu lts .  Figure 5- 4 shows the frequency spectrum 
of a continuous function,  x ( t ) ,  described by Equations 4-5  and 
4 .6  for a pulse duration of  0.5* In addit ion,  plotted on Figure 5 
is the frequency spectrum of the sampled function, x ( t ) ~ ,  formed by 
sampling x ( t )  at  time increments of 0.06. The spectra of the sampled 
function are centered around mult iples of the sampling frequency 
(2 it/ .06 = 105) and fo ld  a t  1 /2  the sampling frequency (IO5 /2  = 52*5) • 
Figure 5“5 is the frequency spectrum of the un f i l te red  and post­
sample f i l t e r e d  cases fo r  a sampled signal.  The f i l t e r  is a f i r s t  
order lag with a O.O3 time constant (33 radians/time unit corner 
frequency). Most of  the fo ld-over  is s t i l l  present. Apparently,  
once sampling has occurred, the high frequency components are already  
folded into the low frequency components and post-sample f i l t e r i n g  
cannot correct the s i tu a t io n .  Since physical systems contain 
frequency components a t  high frequencies, this  result  is to be 
expected for a l l  post-sample f i l t e r i n g .
5 -2  Pre-Sample F i l t e r in g
An a l te rn a t iv e  to th is  is to f i l t e r  the signal before sampling 
as shown in Figure 5~2* The e f f e c t  of  pre-sample f i l t e r i n g  of the 
continuous signal is very apparent in the frequency domain.
Figure 5-6 compares the frequency spectra of a continuous function,  
x ( t ) ,  with i ts  sampled version, x ( t )  , and reveals s ig n i f ican t  
fold-over in x ( t )  • x ( t )  is described by Equations 4 .5  and 4 .6  with  
Tp = O.5 and the sampling in te rv a l  fo r  x ( t ) *  is 0.06. F i l t e r in g  
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FIGURE 5-4 .  Comparison of the Frequency Spectra of a 
Continuous Function, x ( t ) ,  and I ts  Sampled Version, 





















FIGURE 5- 5 . Comparison of the Frequency Spectra of a 
Sampled Function for the Unf i l tered and Post-Sample F i l te red  Cases. 
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FIGURE 5-6. Effect of Sampling a Function Containing S ign if icant  
High Frequency Components. Sampling Time of 0.06.
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constant of O.O3 (corner frequency = I / . O 3 = 33) g rea t ly  attenuates 
the high frequencies as shown in Figure 5“ 7* Sampling th is  f i l t e r e d  
funct ion a t  in terva ls  of 0.06 produces p r a c t ic a l ly  no fo ld-over  as 
shown in Figure 5- 8 . (Compare this with Figure 5”5 * ) Consequently 
i t  is to be expected that pre-sample f i l t e r i n g  w i l l  be b e n e f ic ia l .
To determine the e f fe c t  on the maximum recoverable frequency 
of f i l t e r i n g  the continuous signal a f i r s t  order lag system 
(time constant = 0 .1 )  was pulsed with the input shown in Figure 5”3* 
Process conditions were simulated by adding white noise to the 
output (see Chapter 4 Section 4 .2 ) .  The input and output were 
f i l t e r e d  with f i r s t  order lag f i l t e r s  having equal time constants 
so that the f i l t e r  dynamics canceled in the transfer  funct ion. For 
the test  the sampling time and f i l t e r  constant were held constant 
a t  0 .03  and 0.05 respectively  while the noise level  was varied.
Then the test  was repeated without f i l t e r i n g  so that the f i l t e r i n g  
e f f e c t  could be determined. The maximum recoverable frequencies 
calcu lated from th is  data are plotted versus noise RMS values in 
Figure 5“9* F i l t e r in g  considerably improved the recovery, even in 
the noise-free (RMS = 0 .0 )  case where the maximum recoverable 
frequency increased 20$ from 65*7 to 81. As the improvement is quite  
s ig n i f ic a n t  a t  a l l  frequencies, pre-sample f i l t e r i n g  should be used 
whenever possible.
To reduce fo ld-over at  a given sampling rate  Black ( l )  gives 
one method which requires sampling at  a much higher ra te ,  f i l t e r i n g  
numerically, and subsampling a t  the lower rate .  The high sampling 
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FIGURE 5"7* Effect of F i l te r in g  on the Frequency Spectrum of a 
Continuous Function. F irs t  Order Lag F i l t e r  
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FIGURE 5“8. Frequency Spectrum of the Sampled Version 
of a F i l te red  Function. Pre-Sample F i l te r in g  Using a F i rs t  Order 
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FIGURE 5-9- The Effect on the Maximum Recoverable Frequency 
of Pre-Sample F i l te r in g .  Sampling Time of 
0.03 and F i l t e r  Constant of O.O5 .
so that there is only a small amount of fo ld-over in the low 
frequencies. F i l t e r in g  of  th is  data with a low c u t -o f f  frequency 
f i l t e r  provides data w ith  n e g l ig ib le  high frequency components and 
only a small amount of  d is to r t io n  in the lower frequencies. Sub­
sampling of this data a t  the low sampling rate  produces l i t t l e  
fold-over in the low frequencies and consequently gives good results  
for the lav sampling frequency. Essentia l ly  this is pre-sample 
f i l t e r i n g  since the high sampling rate  approximates a continuous 
signal.  As the Fast Fourier transform imposes l i t t l e  penalty for  
addit ional data, in most s i tuat ions  this subsampling seems pointless.  
5*3 F i l t e r  Time Constant
Now that f i l t e r i n g  of the continuous signal has been shown to 
be very b e n e f ic ia l ,  i t  is appropriate to discuss how the f i l t e r  
constant should be chosen. The constraints can be best in terpreted  
in terms of frequencies. When a signal is sampled, its  frequency 
spectrum is reproduced in a chain of spectra centered around
in teg ra l m ultip les of the sampling frequency, aô . I f  there are 
*
any components a t  frequencies greater than the folding frequency' V
(u)g/2) then these components-fold back in to  the lower frequencies, 
causing d is to rt io n . To prevent th is ,  s ig n if ic a n t attenuation should 
occur a t a l l  frequencies above the fo ld ing  frequency. This is 
accomplished by specify ing  th at the c u t -o f f  frequency of the f i l t e r  
be no greater than the fo ld in g  frequency, or in terms of a time 
constant, that the time constant be no less than the reciprocal of 
the fo lding frequency, i . e .  sampling time/jt.
A c r i t i c a l  upper constra int is not as obvious as the. lower 
constra int  but a reasonable guide is avai lable .  On the Bode p lot  
s ig n i f ic a n t  a t tenuat ion begins a t  frequencies higher than the 
corner frequency ooN (reciprocal  of the system time constant).  As 
i t  seems unreasonable for  the f i l t e r  to attenuate a t  frequencies  
below th is  value, the corner frequency of the f i l t e r  should not 
be less than the corner frequency of the process, wh.ich now becomes 
an upper bound or constra int .
To evaluate the c r i t ic a ln e ss  of these upper and lower constraints  
and the s e n s i t i v i t y  of the maximum recoverable frequency to  the 
f i l t e r  time constant with in  the constraints^ a test was made in 
which for  a given input, system, and sampling time, the f i l t e r  time 
constant was varied a t  various process noise levels . The input was 
the lagged ramp pulse shown in Figure 5- 3, the system was a f i r s t  
order lag w ith  a 0 .1 time constant and the sampling time was 0.046.
The upper f i l t e r  time constant constraint is equal to the system 
time constant or 0.1 and the lower constraint is equal to 0.046/ j t  = 
0.0146. For the test  the f i l t e r  time constant was varied from 0 .2  
to 0.01 a t  noise levels of RMS = 11.2, 1-12 and 0 .0 .  The resu lts ,  
presented in Table 5-k,  are shown graphically in Figure 5~10 where 
the maximum recoverable frequency is plotted versus f i l t e r  time 
constant w ith  noise RMS value as a parameter. The lower constra in t ,  
which involves at tenuating a l l  frequencies above the fo ld ing frequency, 
is very c r i t i c a l .  The p lo t  shows that s ig n i f ican t  d e te r io ra t io n  of 
results begins even before the lower constraint is v io la ted .  The 
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FIGURE 5-10.  The Effect of the F i l t e r  Time Constant on the Maximum 
Recoverable Frequency. Sampling Time of 0.046.
a sharp c u t - o f f  a t  the corner frequency. Apparently, with no noise 
the optimum f i l t e r  time constant is the process time constant, but 
as the noise level  increases, the optimum constant decreases. The 
process time constant is a good guide to the upper bound but i t  is 
not nearly as c r i t i c a l  as the lower bound. .As long as the lower 
constraint is not too c lose ly  approached, time constants within  
the constraints w i l l  a l l  give about the same results.
5.1* S ign i f icant  Figures
The second p ra c t ic a l  aspect to be discussed in this chapter 
is the e f fe c t  of s ig n i f ic a n t  f igures on the maximum recoverable 
frequency. There are two ways in which this can enter the Fourier 
transform computation:
(1) through the number of  s ig n i f ic a n t  figures or b i ts  used 
by the computer's ar i thm etic  un i t ,
(2 ) through the number of s ig n i f ic a n t  f igures in the data, 
which is a funct ion of the recording equipment.
Knowing when the computer s ig n i f ic a n t  figures become l im it in g  could 
be c r i t i c a l  in specifying a computer for executing Fourier transform 
calculations. Likewise, a co rre la t io n  between data s ign i f ican t  
figures and recoverable frequency would provide a d i rec t  method of 
evaluating the s u i t a b i l i t y  of the recording equipment. The need 
for  defining the necessary s ig n i f ic a n t  figures w i l l  become more 
acute with the use of f i l t e r i n g  to reduce the noise in the data.
I t  is very l i k e l y  that w ith  the use of f i l t e r i n g  many systems which 
are noise l im ited ,  as f a r  as recovering test  data, w i l l  become 
computer and recording equipment l im ited ,  p a r t ic u la r ly  recording
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equipment.
Truncating s ig n i f ic a n t  figures in the data has the same e f fe c t  
as adding noise. Recording equipment, then, may be considered as 
introducing noise in to  the data, the level of the noise increasing 
as fewer s ig n i f ic a n t  f igures are provided. The noise level  associated 
with a given number of s ig n i f ic a n t  figures should be amenable to 
mathematical analysis . Since any f rac t ion  of the maximum error  
should have an equal p ro b a b i l i ty  of occurring and assuming that  
enough error  values are used to get a good d is tr ibu t ion  then the 
mean of the squared errors can be represented as the integral
The maximum error  which can be a t t r ib u te d  to truncation is approxi­
mately equal to the incremental change associated with a change of 
one in the last  s ig n i f ic a n t  d i g i t .  For instance, i f  the number 
4.02  has three s ig n i f ic a n t  d ig i ts  then the maximum error due to
truncated to 4 .0 2 ) .  The error  is always negative or zero, therefore
whe re E = maximum span of errors
e = erro r  value.
truncation is 0.01 (a va r iab le  with the value 4.0299 would be
1
where Ej = maximum e rro r  and maximum error  span 
e = value of e r ro r .
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I f  the las t  s ig n i f ic a n t  d i g i t  is obtained by rounding the numbers
up and down, then the maximum error  is 1/2 of the change associated  
with a change of one in the las t  s ig n i f ic an t  d ig i t .  However, both 
posit ive  and negative errors are allowed and the maximum e r ro r  span 
is the same as before. The noise RMS value is calculated as
has halved the noise level .
However, i t  was postulated that the maximum span of the e r ro r  
is more important than the maximum error  in determining the maximum 
recoverable frequency. I f  th is  is true then RMS values calculated  
by Equations 5-3  and are not compatible for determining maximum 
recoverable frequencies. This is important because i t  is desired  
to re la te  data truncation noise to process noise, which has both 
posit ive  and negative values. (Such a re la t ion  would provide an 
easy method for  evaluating the s u i t a b i l i t y  of recording equipment.) 
To see i f  Equation J .b  should be used for comparing s ig n i f ic a n t  
f igures noise to process noise a test  was designed and comparisons 
made. I t  should be noted that the maximum error  associated with a 
constant number of s ig n i f ic a n t  d ig i ts  can change with the magnitude 
of the var iab le  being measured. (For example, using 2 s ig n i f ic a n t  
d ig i ts  the maximum error  increases from 0.1 to 1.0 as the value of
5 -4
2
where E^ = maximum error  span.
This says that i f  Ej = E  ̂ then RMŜ  = 2 RMS ,̂ or that rounding
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the va r iab le  increases from 9-0 to 10. Since the largest values of 
the var iab le  a f fe c t  the ca lcu la t ion  most, the maximum e r ro r  most 
prevalent in the upper range of the values w i l l  be used fo r  the RMS 
determi nation.
In the tes t ,  for a given system and sampling time, the data 
s ig n i f ic a n t  figures were varied from 5 to 2 for  three d i f f e r e n t  
inputs. The system was a f i r s t  order lag (time constant = 0 . 1 ) ,  
the sampling time was 0 .03,  and the input is described by Equations 
I f .5 and I f .6 . The pulse durations, Tp, used were 2.0, 1.0, and 0-5*
The test  was repeated except that eight s ign i f ican t  f ig u re  data was 
used and a white noise leve l  predicted by Equation 5-k  fo r  the various 
s ig n i f ic a n t  figures (from 5 to 2 ) was introduced into the output.  
Maximum recoverable frequencies were calculated from a l l  the data 
and the results tabulated in Table 5“5- Listed beside each maximum 
recoverable frequency, to , a t  a given number of data s ig n i f ic a n t  
f igures is the a> obtained with a process noise level predicted for  
the given number of data s ig n i f ic a n t  figures. Equation 5*^  appears 
to be an adequate approximation for converting data s ig n i f ic a n t  
f igure  noise to a comparable process noise level .
Because the e f fe c t  of  a given noise level varies with  the 
frequency content of the input, i t  is not possible to present an 
absolute corre la t ion  of recoverable frequency versus data s ig n i f ic a n t  
f igures .  However, since each decrease in number of s ig n i f ic a n t  
f igures represents a te n - fo ld  increase in noise leve l ,  i t  should s t i l l  
be possible to reach some conclusions about the necessary s ig n i f ic a n t  
f igures .  Using a 0 .1  time constant f i r s t  order lag system, and the
104
TABLE 5-5
Comparison of the Effect  of a Given Number of Data S ign i f icant  
Figures with the Effect of the White Noise Level Predicted








DURATION ST FIGURES SIGNIFICANT FIGURES NOISE RMS VALUE
2.0 •03 5 72.4 72.0
2 .0 •03 k 63 .O 58.0
2 .0 •03 3 27.0 26.8
2 .0 •03 2 13-2 11.0
1.0 •03 5 67 .7 67 .7
1.0 •03 k 64 .2 64.3
1.0 •03 3 43 .2 36.0
1.0 •03 2 14.4 14.0
0 .5 •03 5 72.0 72.0
0 .5 •03 k 70.1 69.O
0 .5 •03 3 52 .8 5 8 .O
0 .5 •03 2 13-9
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pulse input described by Equations 4-5  and k .6  fo r  pulse durations of 
2*0, 1.0 and 0 . 5 , recoverable frequency versus data s ig n i f ican t  
figures data was obtained a t  sampling times of 0.015,' O.O3, 0.06 
and 0.09. This data was p lo t ted  in Figures 5~11, 5"12> and 5” 13*
(The f l a t  portions of the curves a t  high s ig n i f ic an t  figures indicate  
sampling frequency l im i ta t io n s  on the recovery.) In a l l  cases using 
only 2 s ig n i f ica n t  f igures and in most cases even 3 s ig n i f ican t  
figures severely l im i ts  the recovery. However, in most instances 
using k s ig n i f ic a n t  figures appears adequate; the use of 5 s ig n i f ican t  
figures would almost c e r t a in ly  be useless because of process noise.
The improvement resu lt ing  from increasing the sampling frequency at  
a moderate noise level  (3 s ig n i f ic a n t  f igures)  is noteworthy.
Perhaps i t  should be mentioned that the case where the recording 
equipment has a minimum value of accuracy is almost d i re c t ly  
analogous to adding random noise in the process. Equation 5*^ should 
be used to ca lcu late  the noise RMS value for th is  case also.
To study the e f f e c t  of  computer s ig n i f ica n t  figures a subroutine 
was w r i t ten  which truncated each number in every Fourier transform 
calcu lat ion to the number of s ig n i f ic a n t  figures being used- Thus 
i t  was possible to vary the number of s ig n i f ic a n t  figures from 2 to  
8 and simulate a computer w ith  any specif ied number of s ig n i f ic an t  
figures. I t  is to be expected that l im i t in g  the number of computer 
s ig n i f ican t  figures w i l l  have a much more severe e f fe c t  than an 
equal l im i ta t io n  on data s ig n i f ic a n t  figures as the computer 
truncates not only in the data but also in every operation in the 
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FIGURE 5-12. E ffect  of Data S ign if icant  Figures on the Maximum Recoverable
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FIGURE 5"13* Effect of Data S ign if icant  Figures on the Maximum 
Recoverable Frequency. Pulse Duration of 0 . 5 . oco
f i r s t  order lag system with a 0 .1  time constant and the lagged ramp
input shown in Figure 5- 3 . The e f f e c t  of computer s ig n i f ic a n t
f igures for sampling times of 0 . 015* 0 *03> 0 . 06, and 0.09 is shown 
in Figure 5- l k .  Figure 5“ 15 shows the e f f e c t  of data s ig n i f ica n t
f igures for the same system, input and sampling times. The
interest ing observation here is that about one more s ig n i f ica n t  
f igure is needed in the computer than is present in the data. More 
than 6 s ig n i f ica n t  figures are not necessary in a computer fo r  these 
calcu lat ions.  For both data and computer s ig n i f ica n t  figures  
increasing the sampling frequency increases the number of useful  
s ig n i f ica n t  figures.
5*5 Conclus ? ons
Post-sample f i l t e r i n g  was found to be very in e f fe c t iv e  as a 
means for  increasing the recoverable frequency. However, pre-sample 
f i l t e r i n g  or f i l t e r i n g  of the continuous signal was very e f fe c t iv e  
for  increasing the recoverable frequency, even when no noise was 
present. A f i r s t  order lag f i l t e r  was used in the study and upper 
and lower constraints were set for  determining the f i l t e r  constant. 
The upper constraint is the system's dominant time constant while  
the lower constraint is the reciprocal  of the fo lding frequency 
or sampling time/it. The lower constra in t  was found to be by far  
the most c r i t i c a l ,  but as long as the lower constra int is not 
approached too closely, there is very l i t t l e  difference in the 
results obtained with any time constant w ith in  the constraints .
Equation 5-k  was found to be adequate for ca lculat ing noise 
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FIGURE 5“ 15* Effect of Computer S ign i f icant  Figures on the Maximum
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process noise levels. This comparison w i l l  provide an easy method 
for determining the s u i t a b i l i t y  of recording equipment. Four 
s ig n i f ica n t  f igure data was found to be very desirable . To avoid 
loss of information in ca lcu la t ions ,  i t  was found that the computer 
s ig n i f ica n t  figures should be one greater  than the data s ig n i f ic an t  
f i  gures.
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CHAPTER 6 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
The "Fast Fourier Transform" is a fast  e f f i c i e n t  technique 
for  numerical ly computing Fourier transforms. Several var ia t ions  
have been proposed but a l l  use the same basic technique (1, 2, 3 , 6 , 7 ) 
in which the Fourier in tegra l
J* x ( t )  e dt 6 .1
is approximated by
N - l  -
At L  x. e 6 . 2
i =0 '
where N = number .of data points
x. = i ^  data point obtained from curve x ( t )
At = time increment between data points.
As was shown in Chapter 3 Section 3*5, mathematically th is  
approximation is equal to much more sophisticated approximations 
fo r  ca lcu la t ing  the r a t io  of  Fourier transforms
J* y ( t )  e -J0*  d t
G(ju>) =  ------------ 7777-----  6 .3
J x ( t ) e J dt
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as long as At is a constant and precise ar i thm etic  is used. Further
more, the Fast Fourier Transform reduces the required mathematical
log N
operations by a factor of — - —  , which besides increasing the 
computation speed introduces a p o s s i b i l i t y  of reduced round-off  
errors associated with the reduction in number of computations.
6 .1 REFFT
One var ia t ion  of the Fast Fourier Transform is the real-valued  
Fast Fourier Transform described in d e t a i l  in Reference 
The real-valued fast  Fourier transform is w r i t te n  espec ia l ly  for  
the case where the input is re s t r ic te d  to real  numbers and takes 
advantage of this  to el iminate unnecessary computations. Since the 
data from pulse tests is always rea l -va lued ,  the real-valued fast  
Fourier transform was u t i l i z e d  in w r i t in g  a subroutine s p e c i f ic a l ly  
for  converting pulse response data from the time domain to the 
frequency domain. The subroutine, REFFT, computes the input and 
output transforms simultaneously and thereby e f fec ts  addit iona l  
economies in computation. Simultaneous computation is made possible 
by requiring the same At for the input and output pulse data. A 
l i s t in g  and instruct ions for implementation are given in Appendix A.
6 .2  Comparison of In tegration Techniques
The speed and accuracy of REFFT was compared with three other 
more conventional techniques fo r  e f fe c t in g  the time domain pulse 
data to frequency, domain data transformation. REFFT benefits both 
in speed and accuracy by requir ing that  a single At be used for  
both input and output data, and since conventional techniques w i l l  
also benef it  in these respects from such a re s t r ic t io n ,  th is
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re s t r ic t io n  was made in a l l  cases to establ ish a better  basis for  
comparison. The simple numerical in tegrat ion technique of summing 
rectangles was used and had the ca lcu la t ion  equation
N N
A t( E [y ( i  At)cos (coi A t) ]  -  j  E [y ( i  At)sin(oii A t ) ]
G(j®) =— ip--------------------------------------Lĵ -------------------------------- 6.4
At E t x ( i At)cos (coi A t) ]  -  j  E [ x ( i  At)s i n(coi At)]  
i =1 i =1
Another technique used was the " a n a ly t ic a l"  trapezoidal approximation 
described in Chapter 2 Section 2*5 and Chapter 3 Section 3*5* In 
th is  technique a s t ra igh t  l in e  approximation between data points is 
substituted into the general equation
J* y(t) e j0* dt
G(jco) = - -------------------   6-5
J x(t) e dt
and the integration over the At increment performed a n a ly t ic a l ly .  
The to ta l  integral is formed by summing a l l  the integrals needed to 
span the to ta l  pulse time, T. This results in the equation
. N N
~  E SY DCO -  j E SY DSI
G O ® )  -  ^ _______  6 . 6
. N N
E SX DCO -  j E SX DSI 
® i =1 i= l
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where
SY = v [ ( i  + l )A t ]  -  y [ iA t ]
At
cv x [ ( i  + l )A t ]  -  x [ iA t ]
At
DCO = cos (o)( l+ l)At)  -  cos (coi At)
DSI = sin(oo(i + l )A t )  -  s i n (coiAt) .
The th ird  method is a va r ia t ion  of this  l a t t e r  method. In this  
method the tr igonometric substitutions
DCO = 2. s i n [ 2 f i ]  s in [^ < l + 1),At + U t >]
DSI = 2. s i n [ ^ ]  c o s C ^ m i l l A U t - L S t l ]
are made in Equation 6 . 6 . The substitut ion was made to increase 
the computation speed but the results show that there was also an 
increase in accuracy.
6 .3  Accuracy Comparison
The system used in the test  was a f i r s t  order lag 
(time constant = 0 . 1) and the input was the pulse described by 
Equations I f .5 and 4 .6 .  The accuracy of the four in tegrat ion
techniques was compared for  input pulse durations of 2 . 0, 1. 0, 0 . 5 ,
0.25 and 0 . 125; and computer s ig n i f ic an t  f igures ranging from 6 to  
3* The maximum recoverable frequency, oj, was defined by the e r ro r
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c r i t e r io n  equation If. 1. The results  are presented in Tables
6-1 through 6- 8 . The subscripts used to re fe r  to the integration
techniques are: FFT ( rea l-va lued fa s t  Fourier transform), NUM
(simple numerical in teg ra t io n ) ,  AT (ana ly t ica l  trapezoid),  and
ATS (ana ly t ica l  trapezoid with the tr igonometric subst i tu t ion ) .
In the tables ND refers to number of s ig n i f ic a n t  d ig i ts  and PT
refers to pulse duration. Tables 6-1 through S-h show that in most
cases a l l  four techniques give e s s e n t ia l ly  the same results.
However, the simple numerical technique (NUM) is somewhat e r ra t ic
and in several instances gave noticeably  poorer results than the
other three methods. The d i f f i c u l t y  seems to occur at  frequencies
where the frequency content of the input is very low. At two
s ig n i f ic an t  figures the AT method is the poorest with the ATS
method considerably b e t te r .  However, the NUM method is s l ig h t ly
be t te r  than the ATS method a t  two s ig n i f ic a n t  figures and the FFT
method is much bette r  than any of  the other three methods. For
three or more s ig n i f ic an t  f igures there is very l i t t l e  to choose
between FFT, ATS and AT as fa r  as accuracy. Tables 6-5 through
6-8  show the results for  computer s ig n i f ic a n t  figures ranging
from 6 to 3. An addit iona l  c h a ra c te r is t ic  revealed here is that
the AT and ATS methods a t  low s ig n i f ic a n t  figures give poor results
for  very low frequencies. I f  the e r ro r  accumulated in these low
frequencies is discarded, then in several instances the error
in tegra l  predicts a r e la t i v e l y  high recoverable frequency. In the
*  2.0
tables this is shown as, for  example, JO.O which means that  
the error c r i t e r io n  predicts a maximum recoverable frequency of
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TABLE 6-1
In te g ra t io n  Technique Comparison fo r  Limited Data
S i g n i f i c a n t  Figures. Sampling Time of O.OI5 .
“ FFT >6 i/> “A “ NUM ND PT
132. 14 131-3** 132.3** 100.05 6 2 .0
123.12 122.51 122.89 64.52 5 2 .0
81-75 81.30 81.44 69.37 4 2 .0
If 1.22 kO. k2 20.55 40.51 3 2 .0
15-75 11.49 0.00 13-88 2 2 .0
143-01 142- 66 143.01 133-89 6 1.0
140.84 140.90 140.84 104.47 5 1.0
114-73 114.63 114.61 114.72 4 1.0
49-48 49-31 40.59 49.50 3 1.0
22.04 26.55 0.00 15-3** 2 1.0
137-48 137-72 137-3** 132.20 6 •5
136.92 137-26 136.97 124.34 5 •5
125-18 125-16 125-17 124.80 4 -5
70.46 71-21 74.06 71.5** 3 -5
40.42 16.42 0.00 23-14 2 -5
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TABLE 6-1 CONTINUED
“ FFT “as “ A “ NUM ND PT
140.20 140.19 140.32 139.7^ 6 -25
140.60 141.20 141.17 146.37 5 •25
141.43 143-84 136.34 73-53 4 -25
98.84 102.26 98.00 42.05 3 •25
38.61 0.00 0.00 8 .17 2 •25
148.20 148.13 148.13 147.87 6 •125
148.22 147.90 148.05 152.91 5 . .125
147.79 146.29 147.77 105.93 4 •125
111.25 IO6.59 IO3 .OO 46.77 3 .125
34.96 1.48 0.00 7-34 2 •125
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TABLE 6-2
In tegrat ion Technique Comparison fo r  Limited Data 
S ig n i f ica n t  Figures. Sampling Time of O.O3 .
“ fft “ as CDA “ num ND PT
71.89 71.77 71-85 66.58 6 2-0
71.79 71-39 71.79 56.51 5 2 .0
65.58 65.45 65.39 60.62 4 2 .0
28.33 26.77 27.66 25.25 3 2 .0
18.60 13-15 0.00 14.42 2 2 .0
68-54 68.52 68.53 68.40 6 1.0
68.31 68.21 68.34 66.13 5 1.0
69-24 69.30 69.30 69.28 4 1.0
44. 19 44.16 44 .17 44 .17 3 1.0
21-55 14.42 0.00 14.22 2 1.0
70.33 70.44 70.51 70.78 6
70.37 70.43 70.55 69.40 5
71-52 71.66 71.64 71-53 4
69.65 69.76 69.75 69.71 3
38.48 13.85 0.00 18.30 2
74.03 74.17 74.17 74.30 6
74.04 74.22 74.09 73-08 5
73-66 73-52 63.39 66.15 4
69.51 70.98 59.00 30.75 3













In te g ra t io n  Technique Comparison fo r  Limited Data
S ig n i f i c a n t  Figures. Sampling Time of  0 .06 .
“ fft “ as “ a
OJ
NUM ND PT
34.04 34.09 34.07 33-62 6 2 .0
33-92 34.03 33-89 31-96 5 2.0
32.68 32.70 32.67 32.75 4 2 .0
26.90 26.59 26.83 25.07 3 2 .0
10.10 IO.32 0.00 9.10 2 2.0
35-44 35-49 35-49 35-51 6 1.0
35-^5 35-53 35-50 35-29 5 1.0 '
35-70 35-73 35-73 35-73 4 1.0
38.65 38.75 38.75 38.78 3 1.0
19-82 12.42 0.00 12.68 2 1.0
36.86 37-03 37-03 37-04 6 •50
36 .87 37-01 37-03 36.89 5 -50
36.79 36.94 36.94 36.95 4 •50
38.10 38.14 38.14 38.14 3 •50
26 .32 2.36 I .65 13-38 2 ■50
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TABLE 6 -4
In teg ra t io n  Technique Comparison f o r  Limited
Data S ig n i f ic a n t  Figures. Sampling Time of  0.09*
“ FFT “AS “ A “ NUM ND PT
24.16 24.18 24.19 24-30 6 2.0
24.19 24.23 24.24 24.41 5 2.0
24.00 23-99 23-99 23-89 4 2.0
21-22 21-33 21-20 21-30 3 2 .0
12.00 6.35 H .17 8 .84  2 2.0
21-59 21.63 21.63 21 .62 6 1.0
21-57 21.61 21-61 21.66 5 1.0
21.75 21.76 21.76 21 .77 ^ 1-0
22-09 22-21 22.21 22-22 3 1.0
21-95 H - 5 2  I .56 9-93 2 1.0
23-92 23-94 23-94 23-94 6 0-5
23-91 23-92 23-93 23-97 5 0-5
23-90 23-91 23-91 23-92 4 0-5
23-24 23-3^ 23-3^ 23-3^ 3 0-5
24.61 17.00 0.00 14.43 2 0-5
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TABLE 6-5
In teg ra t io n  Technique Comparison f o r  Limited Computer
S ig n i f i c a n t  Figures. Sampling Time of O.OI5 .
V t
O)
ATS toAT “ num ND PT
132.62 131.86 132.62 99.43 6 2 .0
116.98 123.10 123.49 64.41 5 2.0
46.84 71-52 70.41 36.12 4 2 .0
17.97 0.00 0.00 I .87 3 2.0
142-98 142.79 143.07 133*24 6 1.0
140.37 141.42 141.19 102.56 5 1.0
*  2 *  2
74.82 110.00 112.00 47.00 4 1.0
*  5 *  5
28.57 20.00 22.00 12.04 3 1.0
137-43 137-65 137.26 131-91 6 • 50
134.92 135.66 135-27 121.09 5 .50
*  if ■k if
H O .55 118.00 109.00 64.20 4 •50
45.98 0.00 0.00 9-20 3 .50
140.01 140.24 140.29 139.35 6 •25
139.77 141.46 140.29 144.18 5 •25
*  if •k if
121.74 136.00 137.00 69.53 4 •25
45.66 0.00 0.00 2.38 3 •25
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TABLE 6 -5  CONTINUED
“ FFT “ ATS “AT “ num ND PT
148.19 148.24 148.19 147.81 6 •125
147.49 147-33 145.76 152.30 5 . 125
*  4 .0 *  4
144.65 144.00 142.00 66.83 4 •125
15-38 0.00 0.00 I .30 3 •125
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TABLE 6-6
In tegrat ion Technique Comparison for Limited Computer 
S ign i f ica n t  Figures. Sampling Time of O.O3 .
“ fft “ AS “ a “ num ND PT
72.06 71.80 71.90 66.57 6 2 .0
72.73 71.47 72.12 55-51 5 2 .0
45.44 65.86 65.73 34.02 4 2 .0
21.33 1.29 1.14 9.05 3 2 .0
68.52 68.56 68.57 68.31 6 1.0
67.06 68.53 68.67 65.23 5 1.0
56.95 69.37 69.58  
*  3-5
44.96 4 1.0
27.88 23.00 29-00 12.67 3 1.0
70.36 70.43 70.50 70.69 6 .50
70.37 70.22 70.32 68.14 5 .50
67.22 65.22 62.41 56.22 4 •50
40.74 0.00 0.00 8.32 3 .50
74.00 7^.19 74.18 7^-30 6 •25




71.05 70.00 62.50 4 •25
33-25 60.00 0.00 2.77 3 •25
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TABLE 6 -7
Integrat ion Technique Comparison for  Limited Computer 
S ign if ican t  Figures. Sampling Time of 0.06.
“ fft “ as “ A “ num ND PT
34.04 34.10 34.07 33.61 6 2 .0






16.26 27.00 29.30 9-53 3 2.0
35.46 35-49 35-49 35-50 6 1.0




 ̂ *  3
31-58 4 1.0
28.05 36.00 36.00 12.55 3 1.0
36.85 37-°2  37-04 37.04 6 .50
36.83 37-05 37-07 36.86 5 .50
36.69 34.98 34.99 37-09 4 .50
*  3-5 *  3-5
29.50 . 27.OO 27.OO 7.09 3 .50
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TABLE 6-8
Integrat ion Technique Comparison fo r  Limited Computer 
Sign if icant  Figures. Sampling Time of 0.09.
“ fft “ as “ a “ num ND PT
24. 15 24.18 24.19 24.32 6 2.0
2k. 13 24.21 24.24 24.54 5 2 .0
23-27 23-93 23-86 24.07 4 2 .0
15-61
*  4 
21-00
*  4 
21.00 10.38 3 2 .0
21.60 21.63 21.63 21.62 6 1.0
21.64 21.60 21.61 21.63 5 1.0
22.01 21.81 21.70 21.49 4 1.0
22.32 21.80 3 22.50 3 11.92 3 1.0
23-93 23-93 23.94 23-94 6 •5<
23-94 23.88 , 23-90 23.96 5 •5(




*  4 
20.50 4.78 3 •5<
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7O.O i f  the error  accumulated up to a frequency of 2 .0  is discarded. 
Figure 6-1 is a log magnitude r a t io  versus log frequency p lo t  which 
exhib its  this  in s t a b i l i t y  a t  low frequencies. The same trends 
observed in Tables 6-1 to 6-*f are present in these tables.  Therefore, 
these results show FFT to be the preferred in tegrat ion technique.
6 .k  Speed Comparison
To compare calculation speeds a test  was set up using the 
same four in tegrat ion techniques. Unlike FFT, the number of output 
frequencies of the ATS, AT, and NUM techniques is independent of 
the number of data points. However, to estab l ish  a basis for  
comparison G(jto) was calculated a t  the same number of frequencies 
for a l l  the techniques as the number given by FFT. Table 6-9  
presents the e f fe c t  on the ca lcu la t ion  time of varying the number 
of data points for the four techniques. FFT is by fa r  the fastest  
method and the speed-advantage increases quickly with increases in 
the number of data points. REFFT is w r i t te n  so that a number of 
data points f a l l i n g  between two powers of 2 w i l l  require the 
ca lcu lat ion  time of the higher power of two, but the speed of the 
method is such that this has l i t t l e  e f f e c t .
6 .5  Conclus i ons
Comparison of the REFFT subroutine with more conventional 
ca lcu lat ion techniques reveals that REFFT is superior in both 
speed and accuracy. At very low s ig n i f ic a n t  f igures i ts  accuracy 
was noticeably superior and a t  higher s ig n i f ic a n t  figures i ts  
accuracy was equal to any of the other techniques. With respect to 
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FIGURE 6-1. Bode Plot Exhibiting In s t a b i l i t y  
a t  Low Frequencies.
TABLE 6-9
Speed Comparison of Integration Techniques
NUMBER
OF CALCULATION TIME, SEC*
RATIO OF CALC. TIME 
FFT CALC. TIME
TO
DATA POINTS FFT ATS AT NUM ATS AT NUM
32 0.02 0.14 0.24 0.13 7.0 12.0 6 .5
64 O.O3 O.52 0.93 O.5O IT -3 31-0 I 6 .7
128 0.05 2.05 3-65 1-92 41.0 73-0 38.4
256 0.14 8.13 14.48 7.61 58.1 103.4 5^-3
*  SDS Sigma 5 Computer
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY
In order to make a d e f in i t iv e  study of the maximum recoverable 
frequency from'Fourier analysis and develop corre la t ions with the 
factors influencing i t ,  a c r i te r io n  is needed to define the maximum 
recoverable frequency mathematically. Accordingly, twelve d i f fe re n t  
c r i t e r i a  were evaluated in Chapter 2 and the in tegra l  of  the squared 
f ra c t io n a l  complex point error
was selected as the best c r i te r io n .
This error  c r i t e r io n  was applied in Chapter 3 to determine what 
e f fe c t  the fo ld-over from sampling has on the maximum recoverable 
frequency. For a noiseless system the maximum recoverable frequency 
was found to be a function of the sampling frequency where the 
sampling frequencies for the input and output pulses were equal. 
Defining a " theo re t ica l"  maximum recoverable frequency as 1 /2  the 
sampling frequency, the percentage of this theore t ica l  value which 
could be recovered was found to be approximately constant and equal 
to 66# for  f i r s t  order systems and a 0.01 error  c r i t e r io n  value.
The percentage recovery fo r  noiseless second order systems was 





Investigation in Chapter k in to  the e f fe c t  of noise showed that  
noise causes s ig n i f ica n t  reductions in the maximum recoverable 
frequency fo r  high sampling frequencies but has a much less severe 
e f fe c t  a t  lower sampling frequencies. This is' explained by the 
shape of the frequency content curve and the existence of a re la t io n ­
ship between noise level and the frequency content a t  the maximum 
recoverable frequency. This re la t ionship  is shown graphical ly  in 
Figures b-S,  10, 11, and 12* For a given sampling frequency i t  was 
found that the RMS value of the noise was re lated to the frequency 
content of the output pulse (FCO) by the fo l lowing equation:
log RMS = b log FCO + log a J. 1
While the constant "b" changed very l i t t l e  with sampling frequency, 
the constant "a" did vary with sampling frequency. This corre la t ion  
defines the noise constraint on the maximum recoverable frequency and 
coupled with the sampling frequency constra int  developed in Chapter 3 
adequately predicts the maximum recoverable frequency. As shown by 
Equation 7-1,  increasing the frequency content in the presence of 
noise is be ne f ic ia l .  Although this is f requently  accomplished by 
shortening the input pulse duration, i t  was shown that i t  is 
possible for this action to have the opposite e f fe c t  and decrease 
the frequency content a t  the frequencies of in te res t .
Both pre- and post-sample f i l t e r i n g  as a means of increasing 
the recoverable frequency were investigated in Chapter 5* Although 
post-sample f i l t e r i n g  proved in e f fe c t iv e ,  pre-sample f i l t e r i n g
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( f i l t e r i n g  of the continuous s ignal)  was very e f fe c t iv e  in increasing 
the recoverable frequency, even when no noise was present. Upper 
and lower constraints were defined for the time constant of the 
f i r s t  order lag f i l t e r  used in the study. The upper constraint is 
the system's dominant time constant while  the lower constra int is 
the reciprocal of the folding frequency or sampling time/it. The 
lower constra int was found to be by fa r  the most c r i t i c a l  of the two 
constra ints ,  but unless the lower constra int  was approached too 
closely,  very l i t t l e  di fference in the results was noted for any 
time constant within  the constraints.
Chapter 5 also considers the e f fe c t  of s ig n i f ic an t  figures on 
the Fourier transform calculation.  Equation 5-k  was found to be 
adequate fo r  re la t ing  noise derived from l im ited data s ig n i f ican t  
figures to the normal process noise. This should prove useful in 
determining the s u i t a b i l i t y  of recording equipment. This study 
found that four s ign if icant  f igure data was very desirable and that  
the number of computer s ig n i f ican t  f igures should be one greater  
than the number of data s ig n i f ican t  f igures.
In Chapter 6 a version of the Fast Fourier Transform is 
applied to the pulse data to frequency domain transformation problem. 
A special subroutine, REFFT, which uses the real-valued fast  
Fourier transform in a very e f f i c i e n t  manner, is introduced to 
perform the calculations. The speed and accuracy of this method 
was compared with more conventional ca lcu la t ion  methods and 
demonstrated to be superior. At very low s ig n i f ic a n t  figures i t
proved more accurate and a t higher s ig n if ic a n t  figures i t  was equal 
to any of the other techniques. The speed comparison revealed the 
REFFT subroutine to be extremely fa s t compared to the other methods.
APPENDIX A
The following is a description of the implementation and use 
of subroutine REFFT.
Purpose
REFFT is a subroutine which w i l l  quickly  convert pulse response 
time data to frequency response data.
Descr? pt i  on ■>
This subroutine uses the real-valued Fast Fourier Transform
for converting pulse response data from the time domain to the
frequency domain. The r a t io  of the time required for ca lculat ing
Fourier transforms via  the Fast Fourier Transform to the time
log2 N
required by conventional techniques is approximately ------  —  ,
where N is the number of data points. As N increases, the reduction 
in time required quick ly  becomes very large. The real-valued  
Fast Fourier Transform is a Fast Fourier Transform technique w r i t ten  
espec ia l ly  fo r  the case where the input is restr ic ted  to real  
numbers and i t  takes advantage of th is  to eleminate unnecessary 
calcu lat ions .  The technique is described in d e ta i l  in "A Fast 
Fourier Transform Algorithm for  Real-Valued Ser ies ,"  by G. D.
Bergland in Communications of the ACM, Vol. I I ,  no. 10, pp. 7O3- 7 IO, 
October, I 968.
Subroutine REFFT has been w r i t ten  s p e c i f ic a l ly  for converting 
pulse response data and computes the input and output pulse transforms
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simultaneously, thereby e f fec t in g  addit ional  economics in ca lcu la t io n .  
The accuracy of REFFT is at least as good as that of conventional 
techniques and in some cases i t  is better  than conventional techniques. 
The pr inted output provided by REFFT is phase angles, amplitude 
ra t ios  and associated frequencies.  
implementati on
REFFT assumes that the same constant time increment, ST, 
between data, points is used fo r  both the input and output pulses.
REFFT must be provided with NX, NY, ST, X, Y from the main program 
where NX = number of data points in X array
NY = number of data points in Y array  
ST = time increment between data points 
X = input pulse data array  
Y = output pulse data array.
These values enter REFFT through a COMMON statement. From th is  
data REFFT calculates and pr in ts  out phase angles, amplitude rat ios  
and the associated frequencies. The frequencies w i l l  range between
0.0  and 1 /2 the sampling frequency (sampling frequency = 2jt/ST).
The number of frequencies w i l l  be equal to one plus the smallest  
power of 2 which is greater than or equal to NY. REFFT is designed 
to accomodate an NY of up to 1024.
Modi f i c a t i  ons
Changing the maximum NY which the program w i l l  handle is 
r e la t i v e l y  simple. Let MN equal the maximum NY. Note that MN must 
be a power of 2 (1024 = 2 ^ )  which is greater than or equal to any
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NY desired. The memory allocations in DIMENSION and COMMON must be 
as follows
DIMENSION KE^J) ,  WC(^) ,  W S(^) ,  PHA(^| + 1), G ( ^  + 1)
COMMON NX, NY, X(MN), Y(MN)
In addit ion in subroutine REFFT the statement 
DO 7 M =1,10 
must be changed to 
DO 7 M = 1,P 
where 2^ = MN.
Increasing the frequency resolution involves only two changes. 
The program searches to find NN, the smallest power of 2 greater than 
or equal to NY, and outputs a number of frequencies equal to  NN + 1. 
To increase the resolution, then, in REFFT, statement 1 can be 
changed to read, for  example,
1 NN = 2 *  I
I f  s t i l l  greater resolution is desired then m ult ip ly  I by a larger  
power of 2. When this modification is made the fo l lowing statement 
should be added immediately following statement 1 
M = M + K
where 2 = the power of 2 mult ip l ied  times I in statement 1.
Should the real and imaginary values of the complex point 
represented by the amplitude ra t io  G and the phase angle PHA be 
desired, they are read i ly  avai lable .  The complex point G(jo)) is 
calculated as
G(Joj) = AR + j  Al
1^0
where AR = real value of G(joe)
Al = imaginary value of G(jui).
AR and Ai are ava i lab le  in the program and can be outputted as 
desired.
Example
Given data points for  the input pulse, X ( t ) ,  and the output 
pulse, Y ( t ) ,  from a pulse response test  on a system i t  is desired 
to  convert this data to frequency response data, i . e .  phase angles, 
amplitude rat ios ,  and frequencies. The data, X ( t ) and Y( t ) ,  
could be read into the program from data cards, but in this example 
the data w i l l  be generated in Subroutine DATA. For this  case 
NX = NY but this is not necessary and involved no changes in REFFT. 
The pulse input used has the equations
X ( t )  =
'p
for P0 *  t  ss - j j
X ( t )  = 8 ( 1 -----~r) for
where Tp = pulse duration.
The system is a f i r s t  order lag with a time constant of 0.1.  
Program
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FXAMPLF PROGRAM TLI USTRATING THF USE RF RPPFT
* #  * * * * * *  # • * * • * ■ * • * * * * # * • * * * ■ * * ■ * * * * * • *  • * * • * ■ • * * * * * • # ■ • * ■ * * •  * * # ■ * ■ # * • * • * *  *
ST * TTMF T NTFRVAI RFTrfFEN DATA PR T NTS 
COMMON N X * N Y / S T , X M O ? 4 W Y (  1 0 ? 4 )
READ 8#ST 





* ■ * # # * * * * # * * * * * * # # * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * #  + *  + * * *  +
SUBROUTINE RFEFT
SUBROUTINE FOR CONVERT TNG PULSF RFSPONSF
TTMF DATA TO FRFDIJFNCY RFSPONSF DATA
VTA THF REAL-VAI .UFD FAST FRURTFR TRANSFORM
#■ ** • * *# * * * * * *■ * -# •* * * *  ***********■*#•■#■» f l - * # * * * * *  * * » * * * * * * * * # » ♦ * « ♦ * * * ♦ * # * * * * * * * * * * » * # * *
THTS PROGRAM FVAI tJATFS THF COMPLEX PR T NT G ( JW > = AR + J  AT 
AND PR T NTS THF MAGNITl  IDF» G t  PHASE ANSI E .PMA,  AND FRFQj W 
AR * RFAL PART OF Gf JWI  
AT * IMAGINARY PART OF G(JW)
TNPIJT TO SUBRRUTTNF FNTFRED THROUGH COMMON STATFMENT 
(NOTFSJ
1.. THE VALUE OF ST SHOUI D BE TN 
THF T T ME UNITS DESIRED FOR THE 
FRFDUFNCY VA! UES# I . E .  ST TN 






















t RADTANS/SFC.  DFSTRFD.
P.  TMF ST OF x TS ASSUMFD FQIJAI 
TO THAT OF Y .
t n p u t :
MX• • • NUMBFR RF nATA PRINTS , TN ARRAY X 
MY* . .N l JMi 'FR BP DATA P R T N T s ' l N  ARRAY Y 
75T • • • T T f ‘ '  ■ NFRFMFNT RFTWFFN DATA PB T NTS
X . . . A R R A Y  ft I" INPUT Pil l  SF VAI UES 
Y . . «  ARRAY BF OUTPUT PlJLSF VAI UPS
BUTPIJT!
 ............   ASSftFTATFD WITH G AND PHA# RADTANS/TIMF UNI T
 ..................   TTUDF RAT I ft
P H A . . . P H A S F  ANGl” F # DFGRFFS
D IMFNS T RN KF ( R1 ? )#  WF( S 1? > # WS( 5 1 P )# PHA ( 5 1 ? ) . G ( 5 1 2 )
DIMFNSTRN A R ( 5 1 P ) # A T { R 1 P ) > W { R 1 ? )
COMMON N X # N Y # S T # X ( 1 0 P 4 I # Y ( 1 0 2 4 T
DFTFRMTNF SMaLI FST PRWFR RF ? FNFRMPaSSING NY AND 
F TI I. TN MISSI NG PR T NTS OF X AND Y WITH 7.FRRFS 
I=  P
Oft 7 M a i # 10 
T F ( N Y . I F . T )  Gft Tft 1 
7 T s T * 2  
GO TO 90 
1 NNa T
NYP1 a NY + 1
NXP1 a NX + 1 ►-
DR R I aNYPl  #NN (S'
r> 
r>
8 Y ( T ) » 0 . 0
or 4 t * n x p i >nn  
4 X ( T ) = 0 . 0  
MM? = M- 2  
MM3 = M -  3 
NMM? *  ?* *MM2  
ANN « NN
3CAI E » 6 . 2 8 3 1 8 5 3 / A N N
CAI f.lJI ATF EXPONFNT TARI E 
XMO = A 
KE C l )  = 0 
XE ( 2 ) = 1 
no  p 03  j = l j  mm2
T F ( J . N F . M M P )  GO TO 2 05  
DR 2 0 4  JE=?/NMM?
AXE = X F ( J F )
OMFGA = SCALF*AXF 
WS( JF)  = STNT OMEGA)
WC(JE)  = F.RS ( RMFGA )
2 0 4  C9NTTNUF
2 05  XD = XMO -  3 
TM = XMO/2
no 2 0 ?  T = 1 . XD* 2 
t 1 = KMn -  i  
X E ( T l )  * KF( TM)
2 0 2  TM = TM -  1
X E ( ? )  = 2 * K E ( 2 )
TN = 2 * X E ( ? )
00  201 X I  = 4>KMD>?
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*— 0 0 0 0 ^4- 0 0 0 0 CJ CJ
Or »— »— o r o r X X c j C~ c . c_ CJ c : ►— •—
X X X X X 3 3 ►— •— »— ►— •— X X c r
3 3 3 3 3
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• f + 4 1 1
0 0 0 0
+ + + + r 1
o . OJ (C
2
2 * “4
oo oo t H CJ C J »— *—I o fV •—i w—1 CJ CJ t H < 1 a %
C J C J U  C J u • —1 •—* C J u  u c j C J c ►—< 1—t 0 0 +
*— >— »— • — X X ►— I— •— ►— •— *— X X + + + + OJ ii. H
>  X x X X 1 1 X X  X X X > - 1 1 * I I H
OJ 0 0 •4 - ■4’ X OJ E + *—! b-b
u u n If I I I I I I
c
H I I i i I I n I I I I I I CJ
b—








“ 3 + X — »
«■» ■»— •-* ~̂b 2 Cc * —1■4- V “ 3 U . X
« -l o j OJ 0 0 CO •4 - -4 - cr: w -i O j O J 0 0 fO 4 " -4 - I I i i n H U it CJ O
C J C J CJ CJ CJ C J CJ X CJ CJ C - CJ C J c CJ CJ n c r l l in u I I I I
►— *— ►— ►— ►— »— ► - ►— ►- *— ►— b— *—1 OJ CO ■4- ▼*4 X 2 R
w b_» sn "W «— b— CJ CJ C J U C J X X —b i —! < r < H H o r
X X X X X X CO X X X X X X X X — • - ►— 2: +- 3 c V X







XT *  X ( J 1 )
YR *  Y ( J )
Y I  = Y ( J 1 )
DC! s X T * X  T + XR*XR 
AR( K)  a ( YR*XR + Y T * X T ) / D C  
A J ( K ) = ( YT* XR -  YR*X T ) /DC 
A I X  = A T ( K )
ARK * AR ( K )
PHA( X ) = A T A N P ( A T K , A R K ) * 5 7 . ? 9 5 7 S  
5 0 4  r , ( K )  = SORTf ( YR*YR+YT*YT > / ( XR*XR+XT*XT ))
NJNP = MN/2  
N2P1 = NNIP + 1  
A 2 = 1 •
OR 50f t  T = 1 # NPP1 $ NiMP 
T F ( T • G T . l ) A 2 a - l .
XR = X M  ) + A ? * X ( P >
YR = Y ( 1 )  + A P *Y (? )
A R ( T ) = YR/XR 
A T ( T ) = 0 , 0  
A IT = 0 . 0  
ART = A R ( I )
P H A ( I )  * ATA\ 'P(  AT T .ART ) * 5 7 . ? 9 5 7 *
5 0 6  0 ( T ) = ART
PRTMT RUTPIJT 
PRTNT POO
2 0 0  FO RMATf6X4HFRFQ.1 1 X 1 HR.12X5HANHI  E / / )
F I  a SCAI .F /ST 
DR 4 0 0  T = NPP1
T1 a T - l  -











FRFO ■ F l * F 2  
W(T)  *  FRFQ
PRTNT 4 0 1 i W ( T > / R ( T J / P H A ( I )
4-01 F R R M A T ( 1 X F 1 0 . 4 , ? F 1 5 . 7 )
4 0 0  CBNTTNIJF 
9 0  PFTURN 
PND
***#•*#•*■#•***#***##*■*#•*# m * * * * * * * - * # * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBRMJTTNF DATA
* - * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ■**•**■** *■***#**•*#•*#■*•*■***•## *«•*•#*■* **•*******#■•*•*■#■*#•#*■##* **•##***#■
GFNFRATFS THF X ARRAY. Y ARRAY, NIX, AMD NY 
COMMON N X , N Y , S T , X { 1 0 2 4 ) , Y ( 1 0 2 4 )
T =0
PUt. SF a 0 . 0  
Y 2 = 0 . 0
F I R S T  ORDFR LAG SYSTFM T I MF CONSTANT 
TC = 0 . 1
PULSF DURATION 
PT *  1 . 0
C
PTD a P T * P T * P T  
PT2 a F T / ? .
TS = 0 . 0
I. = 2 0 0 0
T CORF = ( S T / . 0 0 0 5 ) * ( ? . / P T )  + . 5  





N a n i i a  
1 = AN
i = XN
A d V S S i J i N  laisi  S I  S1H1 I f l d  AN = XN i l d W V X d  S i H l  d O i  □
9
2 01 00  I 1 0 0 0 0 " 0 • 1 0 • d A ) i i  
d U1 09 ( d l d ' l " l * b l  ) i 1
i b ' l f l d  =* ( I ) X
2A * ( 1 ) A  
\  i  = I 
0 = 1
d 01 WO ( i a O J l ‘ 1'1* I ) i i  
I  + 'I = I
J l / H *  I dA -  i b  I f l d)  + dA = 2A
USd = 3 b ' I f l d  *r 
0 * 0  b  ( jSd S 
tf 01 00
U d / S l - * I  ) * l l d / S l - '  I ) * < l d / S l - *  t ) * • «  = CJSd
s oi  oo ( i d * i o * b i ; j i  e
+7 01 00
C l l d / S l * b l * b l * » «  = CJSd 
£ 01 09  ( 2 1 d * 1 0 » S l ) i i  
i b  If ld dV HJONVid l  U i S f l J  31V I f l J  IVJ 3
J
H + S I  *  S I  d
APPENDIX B
PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING THE EFFECT ON THE ACCURACY 





















* * ■ * * * * * * * * * • ) • • # * # * * * * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * ■ * * ■ # * # * * * # * * # * * * * # # * * • * • * * • * ♦ • * * # * * # # * # ■ * ■ ¥ # * *
PROGRAM FOR FVAI UATTNO THF FFFFFT BN THfr AFCLJRACY 
BF RFFFT RF L I M I T I N G  THF CRMPIJTFR S I G N l F  TCANT FIGURFS
• w * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  a * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *■><■* * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ND » NtJMRFR RF STGNTFTFANT FTGIJRFS 
CHRP = DATA TTMF I F njGTM
GRMMRN GHRP 
COMMON ND
COMMON NX.#NY/ST*X(F51PT » Y ( 5 t ? )
t n p i j t :
RT a TTMF TNTFRVAI RFTWFFN DATA PBTNTG
PT = PlJI SF DURATTRNIi  RFAD TN TWTCF THF DFSTRFD VALUF
TC *  FTRST 0RDFR I AG RYGTFM TTMF CONSTANT
RFAD 1 . 0 0 , S T * P T j TC 
100  FORMAT( 3 F 1 0 » S )
DR ! RRP TR GFNFRATF FTVF DTFFFRFNT PUl SF TTMFS
DR 31 K 4 = l , 5
P T n p T / ? .
T F ( K 4 . F R . l )  C H0 P =3 • 0  
T F ( K 4 * F Q * 2 )  GHOPsP.P 
T F ( K 4 . F Q t 3 )  CHBP=1.R5 
T F ( K 4 » F D * A ) C H 0 P = t . 6 5  















C Oft I f t f iP VAR T FS NUMBER RF S I G N I F I C A N T  F I GIJRFS
NO* 7
Oft 88 J T = 1 * 5 
NDaND-1 
PRINT 87
PRINT 8 6 * N O / S T * PT
86 FORMAT( 1HO* 20HS TGNTFTfANT OTGTTS * * I 3 * 5 X 4 H S T  * * F 6 • 3 * 5X4HPT * * F 6 . 3 )
PRINT 87
87 FORMAT(3 MO)







* * * # # » * * * * ♦ * * # * # * * # * * * # # * * * * # * * # ♦ # # # * * * * # ♦ * * # * * * * * * < * # « * * * * # * ♦ * « # * # * # # # # * * # * # * #
SUBRftlJT TNF RFFFT
* * * * * * * * * * # * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * # # • * ■ # * * * • * * * * * * ■ * • * * • * * * # ■ # * * # # * ■ * ■ # * • * * * # * * # # * • * * * ■ * # ■ * # * # * # # * * *
SUBRftlJT T NF FRR CftNVFRT ING PIJLSF RFSPONSF
T IMF OATA TO FRFQIJFNCY RFSPONSF DATA
V I A  THF RFAL-VAI  IJFO FAST FRURTFR TRANSFr RM
TH I S  PROGRAM FVAI IJATFS THF COMPLEX POINT GfJW)  *  AR + j  AT 
ANO PRINTS THF MAGM T T! IOF * G# PHASE ANGl E §PHA* ANO FRFQ* W 
AR *  RFAI PART RF GfJW)
AI  = IMAGINARY PART f t r  G ( J w )





COMMON N X / N Y i S T i X ( l 0 ? M , Y ( 1 0 2 4 )
DFTFRMTNF SMALI FST PRWFR RF P FNCOMPASSTNO MY AND 
FTI I. TN MTSSTNfi  PR T NTS OF X AND Y WTTH 7.FROFS 
NN a p




T F ( N Y . I  F . N N )  GO TO 1 
7 NN = NN*2 
GB TB 90 
1 NYPj  * NY + 1 
NXP1 a mx + 1 
0 0  8 T a N Y P l / N N  
R Y ( T) a 0 .0
OB 9 T =NXP J t NN 
9 X ( T ) * 0 . 0
MM2 a M -?
MM3 =  M  -  3 
NMMP a 
ANN e NN
SCAI F.' a 6 . P 8 3 1 8 5 3 / A N N
FAI FIJI ATF FXPBNFNT TAPI F 
KMD a A.
KEt n  a 0 
KE<P)  = 1 
OB ? 0 3  J a ' l . M M ?  
T F ( J . N F . M M P )  GO TO POP 
0 0  P 04  JFa ? , \ ! MM ?
AKF = KF( . JF)
RMFGA = SC.ALF*AKF 
WS( . )E)  a STN(BMFGA)
WCt.JF)  a FBS(RMFGA)
2 0 4  FONT TNUF
2 0 5  KD = KMO -  3 
TM a KMO/2
OB POP T = 1 . K D # 2  
T l  a KMO -  I
r» 
n
K E M 1 )  « KF( TM)
2 02  TM = TM -  1 
K E ( 2 )  * 2*KET( 2 )
TN a 2 * K F ( ? )
0 0  201 K 1 a 4 , K M 0 j ?  
TM1 = K1 -  1 
201 K F ( K l )  = TN -  K F f T M l i
2 0 3  XMO = KMD*P
CAI OUI ATF TRANSFORM 
MXX = 1 
MX a N N/ 4  
MM1 a M -  1.
00 100  T a 1 ,  MM1 
TCI a 1
00 101 J a l , M X X  
TCP = TCI +  MX 
TC3 a TCP + MX 
TC4 a TC3 + MX 
T F ( J . F O . l )  GO TO 9 
C l  a WC(J)
31 a WG(J)
C l a P R F C f C l )
R l * P R F O ( S l )
9 00  10? K a l , M X
XTC1 a X ( T C l )
XTCP a X ( TC? )
XTC3 a X ( T 0 3)
XJC4 a X ( T0 4 )
YIC1 a Y ( T O l )




«-•* 4* ^  
C 4 - U
c :  —  c j  —  
•- x  — x  
x  *  x  *
»-1 L  ^  (J cr. ~  ir. ^
—  c j  ~  c j  
c. U c. u
L L  D T  L u  Q T
nr o. cv a. 
o. + a  + 
+ ' ' + » '
—  a  ~  cv
CV CJ c v CJ ■4-
C J ft—■ C J ft—- ft— X— r e r e •3 - r e r e C J
ft— X *— X O r t v ft— ft— o r O r X X CJ C J CJ CJ CJ CJ ft—
10 X * X ♦ X X X X X X 3 ►— ►— ft— »— ft—. ft— X
* 1 * «-■ J ! 3 3 3 .3 X X X X X X
CC »-> re «—1r e + + +
— •*— — X C J 1 C J 1 + - f + + 1 t + + + + I 1
V— 0 . r e *-<  CV r e -3 - ft— »— ■Wft «— r e  r e c v
C J C J C J CJ c j CJ CJ C J %lZ c j C J C J u r e r e C J u *—1 c v CV ft-1 ft—i C J
r e •—4 x-1 X— •— ►— ft— # '« > "I ( J Ll Ll Ll ' Ll ' c j C J  C J C J C J C J ►— U  c : C J C J  C J  C J ►—1
L c j X X X X X X X X j v o r o r Cir *— X - ft— •— •— t  ' X X • — *— ft— ft— ft— ft— X
• — * — W «*>•« ■*- •ft— —- ft— a a CL CL X X X X X X 1 1 X X X X X X 1
C J C J C J CJ C J CJ CJ C J fH «— —* >«>
X  X u L i. Ll u . L l  L l Li­ u • c j CJ CJ CJ I I I I I I •1 11 I I 11 I I I I I I I I H I I I I H
n r c r CC o r o r o r a r C r c Ll Ll Ll LL vC
B II a a O . c . a Q . CL O . u o r Cr O r cr •"ft — ft— ^-ft ^ft. ^•ft
u •1 I I 11 11 11 I I 11 m a Q . Q . C - « -t CV c v  re re -3- ^ft <C  «H v -i c v c v  re re
re -5 t * - 0 . r e -3- w -i a r e ■=t —ftj 11 I I I I 11 CJ CJ CJ CJ C J CJ C J c j 1— c j C J C - CJ CJ CJ CJ
u  u  ( j C J C J C J C J CJ CJ CJ o r »— o r >— 1— ft— ft— »— ft— »—■ ■ X— ►— ►—» »— ►-»
•—1► - •—1 ►— •—1 1—1 Ll X X X X —— ft— -— .— v y c r ft—- w .__ ft_









Y C T C 4 )  a - Y I C 2  +  Y T C 4
T C I  = T C I  +  1
T CP  = T CP  +  1
T CP  = T C P  +  .1
T C 4  a T C 4  +  1
T C I  a T C 4
MXX  = M X X * P
MX « M X / 2
UNSCRAMBLF P R I N T S ,  C A I r U L A T E  0 AND PWA 
X I  * 1
HQ 5 0 4  J  « 3 , N N , ?
X I  a X I  +  1 
J 1  = J  +  1
X a X F C K l )  +  1 
X R a X ( J )
X I  a X ( J 1 )
Y R a Y { J )
Y I  a Y C J l )
X R a P P F C ( X R )
X I  « P R F C ( X T )
YR aP R FC ( Y R )
Y T a P R F C C Y  T )
O C * P R E C ( P R F C { X T * X T  ) + P R F C  ( XR * X R  ) )
ARC X ) a P R F C ( P R F C ( P R F C C Y Q * X R ) + P R F C ( Y T * X T  > ) / P C )
A T ( X ) a P R F C ( P R F C ( P R F C ( Y T * X R ) - P R F C ( Y R * X T ) T / O C )
A I X  = A I C X )
A R X  a A R C X )
P H A C X )  a A T A N P C  A T X , A R K ) * 5 7 , P 9 5 7 S
f)S = P R F C ( P R F C ( X R * X R )  +PRFC ( X T * X  T ) ) ~








































0— *̂0 a a ft—
a a • m _
X x IX X <
* * in a >:
a a * 0-1 a
< < 0 cr
0- * - c 2
L CJ a 1
a u < a
a a a 0 X a 3
2 a a »— CD 1-
2 + + »— a
0 • ■— 0"» a < % a u
▼h ft—1 0-< rH X c a CD
a 1 X x X a a a
a H a 2 a »- a _1 (VI
2  a CJ CJ X < a <0 2 < 0 0 2 OJ
* < u Ll — 0 H X h- a 0 • 0 0 a e
rH CL a a • < •— -4 a CD 0 0  O  OJ * a
II 0-1 a a Ll 0 0 a c X a a 0 11 ft—1 a►— • 0- — a 0 a ll < 0 vC < 1- t - u 11 ►—0—< a a
0 — ft"' »̂0 H CJ cj a 11 0 < a a < 2 u 1 0-1
tH a a nC CD a u. >1 00 u »- to a 0- ft̂N0 ►— 11 11
■»- *■» O 0 a a 0* II u >— i- < CD 0-1 OJ 0
It X X X x LD •—a a *— ►— 00 2 T 11 a 11 «-» 0̂0> -4 II II c 00
II n II 11 00 11 11 00 v ft— ft— < 0— CL 1- a w a a a 0—
(VI H  CVJ rC (VI CDa CL a a 0— ► 'I a a 0 - a CD0-1 2 a a  a  a  cd 0-1 oj a 0-
< X X >- x C ►—X X < ■< < < a c a a a — a a c ; a C 0— a  a 3;
>c o
o  o















FALFUL.ATF TRUF fOMPI.FX P O l N T / G A / P H A  
FALFIJI ATF TRUF FOMPLFY P O I N T /  GA/ PHA 
GA a TRUF AMPI.TTUDF RATIO 
PA a TRUF PHASF ANGI.F 
f) = 1 .  + • 0 1 * F R F Q * C’ RFD 
AA *  t . / O
BA *  -  • 1 *  ( F R F Q / D )
GA a 1 * / S 0 R T ( D >
PA a A T A N P ( B A / A A ) * S 7 . ? 9 5 7 8
F I  a A R ( I )  •  AA
FP a A T ( T ) -  BA
01 a A A * AA + RA*RA
F R ( T ) a S Q R T ( ( F 1 * F 1  + F P * E ? > / 0 1 )
T F ( T t F O . P )  GO TO 4 00  
F3 a J - P
OLW a Al 0 G 1 0 ( F P / F 3 )
F F R f T )  = G F R ( T l )  + ( f F R ( T > + F R ( T1 ) > * ( E R ( T ) + F R ( T l ) ) * O L W ) / 4 •
OUTPUT
»RTNT 6 0 0 /  F R F Q / G F P n  ) #G( I ) / G A / P H A (  I ) /PA
FORMAT! l X F 1 0 . 4 / F l 3 . 8 / G X F t 0 . P . / B X F l 0 . 8 / B X r l 0 . 5 > 5 X F l 0 « 5 )
FONT TNIJF
SFARFH FOR FRFQ AT F F R a Q . 0 1 /  W01 
T F f F F R f N P P l ) . I  T . . 0 1 )  GO TO 90 
DO 36  T5=1/ NPP1 
T 4 a N P P l - T 5
T F ( f . FR f  I 4 ) . G T . * 0 1  ) GO TO 36 
T 6a T 4+1










W01 ■ W( T 4 )  + ( W ( T A ) -  W ( T 4 ) ) * W R  
GR TR 37  
3 A 08NTTNUF  
GO TO 90
3 7  PRTNIT 3 8 j WOl
38 FORMAT M X6HW01 r  , E l O . A )
9 0  RETURN)
PND
•*•***■*-*** ♦ -tf-i4* * * * * * * * * * * # * * * - * * *  * * ■ » * # * # * * ♦ * * » » ♦ » * ♦ ♦ * # # # # * * * * # * # * # ♦ # *  * * « . * * * * # * « • £ » # *
SUBROUTINE OAT A ( PT * Tf. I
GENERATES THF X,  Y ARRAYS
ORMMRN CHRP 
GRMMRN NO
r.RMMRN N X , N Y » S T , X ( 5 1 ? I , Y ( 5 1 ? )
T * 0
PULSE = 0 . 0  
Y2 *  0 . 0  
PTO = P T * P T * P T  
PT2 = P T / 2 .
TS a 0 . 0  
L » 2000
TORRF = ( S T / . 0 0 0 K ) * ( ? . / P T )  + • G 
CRRF = TGRRF 
H a S j / p f j R p  
2 TS a TS + H








T F ( T S . G T . P T P )  GR TR 3 
PSD » « . * T S * T S * T S / = T D  
GR TR '<■
3 T F ( T S . G T . P T )  GO TR 5
PSD = 8 . * ( 1 * - T S / P T ) # ( 1 . - T S / P T ) * ( 1 . - T S / P T )
GO TO A- 
5 PSD = 0 . 0  
4 PULSF = PSD
V? = YP + (PULSF -  Y P ) * H / T f .
I. » L + 1
T F ( I .L T.TOORF ) GR TO P 
I a 0 
T = T + 1 
Y { T ) *  YP 
X ( T ) a PUI. SF 
7F ( T S • I T . CHRP)  GR TR ?
NX a T 
MY a I 
RFTIJRN 
FMD
***■*•***##•**•#■#•#•**■#•* ■*#■*■»****#■****#•***■**•*#*•#■***■*****•»■#**•#•#■»••#**#■*■«■■*•*•**■***•** **•*•#.*•*** 
FU Nf T  T ON PRFC(XX)
FUNF.T 7 RN PRFC TRlJNr.ATFS THF ARGlJMFNT RF PRFC TR 
MD STGNTFTCANT FIGURFS •
DIMFMSTRM T D T G( 6 ) 
common c h o p
COMMON MD . '
TFtXX.NJF. O.  ) GR TR 4 
PRFG a 0 .
RR TR q 
4 Y = ARS( X X )
JsAI  R G I O ( Y )
X * X X / ( 1 0 . * * J )
DR7 T=1,ND 
TDTGU ) * X
7 X a f X - F !  R A T ( J D T G ( T ) )  
x=o.
DR R T a l iN D
8 X = X+FI.RAT ( TDTG( T ) ) * 1 0 . # * ( - T  + l )  





PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING THE EFFECT ON THE ACCURACY 
OF THE ANALYTICAL TRAPEZOID INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE 






















n **•*****#•*•**■**#*##•#■*■*>■#*#**###■#**#*■#•*•*****■***## ***** •*#•#■*****•#
PROGRAM FOR FVAI UAT T NR THE FFFFCT ON T Hr  ACCURACY OF THE 
ANALYT TCAI TRAPF70 TO T MTEGRATT ON TFCHN IQUF OF L TM TT TNG THF 
NUMRER OF rOMPUTFR S I G N I F I C A N T  FIGURES ■
# * • * * # * # * * # # # • * - * * * * * * ■ * * • * *  ¥■*##*•*** # * * • * * * * •» • * * *  * * # * * * • * - * #  * # * » » # ♦ *  * •# - * * * * * *# • * • * * • *■ * * * * *# *
G = AMPI TTUDF RAT T O
PHA * PHASF ANG! F
X s TNPIJT PULSE DATA ARRAY
Y = OUTPUT PUI SF DATA ARRAY
rOMMONI CHOP
COMMON NO
COMMON S T X , S T Y , X < 5 0 0 ) , Y ( 5 0 0  I * T X ( 5 0 0 > * T Y ( 5 0 0 > j NX#NY
t n p i j t :
STX 3 t t m f  t n c r f m f n t  r e t w f e n  X d a t a  p o t n t s  
STY = TTMF TNCRFMFNT RETWFEN Y OATA POINTS 
PT = PUI SF DURATION
TC 3 FTRST ORDFR | AG SYSTFM T l MF rONSTANT 
Wl 3 LOWER FRFQIIFNCY TNVFSTTGATfD 
l*JP s UPPER FRFQIIFNCY TNVFSTTGATFD 
10 READ PO, S T X # S T Y , P T / T C , Wl /WP 
PO FORMAT{ OF 10*  A )
T F s Q • 0 3
DO I OOP TO VARY THF INPUT PULSF DURATION
DO 89 KA 31 * 5
P T s P T / P .
CHOP DFTERM T NFS THF TRUNCATION PGTNT OF THF PULSE DATA 
T F ( K A . F Q . l )  C H 0 P = 3 . 0
C
T F t K 4 . F 0 . 3 )  C H B P n p . ?
T F f K 4 . F R . 3 )  CHRP = 1.8F5 
TF ( K 4 . F Q *  4 ) CHRP = 1 « 65  
T F f K 4 . F R . 5 5  C H 0 P - 1 . 5  
N D * 7
DR I RRP TR VARY T H r  NllMRFR RF STGNTFlCANT DTGTTS  
no 8 8  J T « 1 , 5  
PRTNT 87
PRTNT 8 6 ,  NR,GTX,  PT
86  FORMAT(1 HO.POHSTGNTFTCANT HTGTTR » , I 3 , 5 * 4 H S T  = , F 6 . 3 , 5XAHPT = , F 6 . 3 )
PRTNT 87
8 7  FORMAT( 1 WO)
rA! I nATAY( PT, TC, TP)
CAU C A I C ( P T , W 1 , W 2 )
8 8  CRNT TMtJF




W - I f - * * * # * * * # * * * * # * * * * * # # - * - * *  **•#■*** •****•*•* # * # # * * * * *
SUBRBIJTTNF CAI C ( T P , W 1 , W?)
****#*■**•*•**■***#*■•*•#****  * * * * *  * * * * * * * *  ***•*■**•*■* *** •* • * • * ** •* • ** •* ** •*■»********** -* *■**■#■** .***
SUBRBIJTTNF TR PFRF r RM TNTFGRATTRN 
RIMFNGTRN F R f 3 0 0 ) ,  C F Q f 3 0 C ) ,  W ( ? 0 3 )
RIMFNRTRN P A ( 2 0 3 )  » GA f P 0 3 )
DIMFNRTBN G ( 2 0 3 )
OIMFNSTRN P H A( P 0 3 )
COMMON CHRP
fIRMMBN NO
rOMMSN S T X , S T Y / X ( 5 0 0 ) »Y ( 5 0 0 ) / T X ( 5 0 0 ) , T Y ( 5 0 0 J#NX#NY
t o = o . i
J EN = 100  
0 0 7 0  I = 1 /NY  
YL = Y(I .  )
Y ( l . )  =PRFC(YL)
Xl. = X ( l  ) 
x ( i . ) = P R r r . ( X L )
TL=TY( I )
T Y ( I ) = PRF0 ( TL )
TX( I 5=TY(L)
OR P T 0 = 2 / 1 0 ?
F R ( 1 ) = 0 . 0  
OFR( 1 5 = 0 . 0  
!JC = 0 • 0 
IJR = 0 . 0  
X C = 0 . 0  




T 1= T - 1
WU_=ALRG(W1)
WIJ!_ = AL.RG(W?)
WE= ( WIJI.-WI. I ) * W J / 1 0 0 .  + WLL 
a' (M)  =FXP(WF )
WlaW(M)
OR 190 K=2 ,NY  









U  < -. X X a
a U. L— h - X a
a  a : in IA a in a
0 . a \ \ c a LO *
i i '■» \ (V a a
»■' • a a
«— a •
« -i X a r^ - +
z z * * a
< < > X a * w~
'— i I ■— *■» X a < a a
r i z a : *■» •— c <n -» c < c c *
•— c : X a a a a a < ♦ c
t n U ' — o c c c a a a D ►— c •> < a i -
> > - X ♦ * *  ■ * X X X * c • — < c c h_-
u u a a a a * * * a 3 1- CO T .
* a  a U u a a a a a a a »_V O J * a c + » - O
• — VC a U . a «” • ■*- X X 3 ; z •— e X a a
3 a a a a a u a a a ’ a a a + + 1 w T“< »-< < 3 a ►— z < c
■*■* a a a X a X a a "2 a a a J— a a I— * X "2 < < a
U u CJ — a a *-» a a %■«» a —* X CK c c < H • X i ~ ♦ < < •a u L i. U u 0 . a a a a a a . a * * * c X V I I o »p-i • ♦ < < r e < n c
CC DC a a a + a + a + a + u . z a a a c /: < v a . • n i i < i i a
Ol a a a a a r y a a a a a a »— **—» i i 0". a *— + ’ •- »— a ^-N •
n u n a a X a X a Q a i - i i T r u c c • 9— u 1 * — 11 c  c ►— * —
CVJ ►— (C n ii II n n i i II i i 7T it z » -i a a r I I it < I I w If i i w
z If) c : a a a u a a u a  a a CJ a o : a a ■—i I I I < < < < « - i a  «h a Ll.







DLW*AI .RG10 ( WT /WMD )
GERM)  = E F R ( T l )  + f ( FR( T) + F R ( T 1 ) ) * ( E R ( T ) + F R ( T1 ) ) *DLW) / 4 . 
PRTMT 3 3 8 / W ( T ) /  G.FR ( T )
3 38  FORMAT{ 1 X 2 F 1 5 *  7)
2 GRNTTNIJF
T F ( G F R { J F N ) « L T . . 0 1 )  0 0  T9 90 
09  36  T 5= 1 / 1 0 0  
T 4 a 1 0 0 * T 5
T F ( G F R ( T 4 ) . G T . . 0 1 )  GR TR 36 
T 6 = T 4+1
WR = ( . 0 1 - G E R ( 1 4 ) ) / ( G F R ( T 6 ) - C F R ( ! 4 ) )




37 PRTNT 3 8 /  W01





SUBRBIJTTNF DATAY( P T / T G , T F )
GFNFRATFS X / Y  DATA 
GRMMRN GHRP 
GBMMRN NO

























* f~ in * >- CD
c CV b-
IT »- X cr. H 1
c CO 1- a cn
c • cn H X Ll to
0 0 CO * CD CO CO
H • <0 CO I— _;
a X co f - 1 a
* > - Ll Ll f - 1 OJ * • a a
0 1- • f - a a T * H- CO 1- c <D• 0 . CVJ cr. cn CD • 0 a H a CO a
0 * X » - u + 0 rH • * • * O a + *—
H 1- 0  0 »— X «- CO »- « h • • •
u D. c . • 0 11 > CO 1- t r cC L* CO CO j- O 11 a + h-
O 0  0 11 »- h* II • • >- _i
a • II II OJ Ll CO n to 11 CD CO 11 CD II a •
cr. c n CK Ll II c t- b- H H CO 11
0 _1 II O  OJ II cn cn II T c •w c C _i u •w
II ! OJ f— h- CO CJ CD CO CO CO Ll CO CDa CO CD(0 03 OJ a












TFTTS. I  T . P T ? )  GR TR ?
TFTTS. I  T . CHRP)  HR TR ?
NY = T 
MX * T 
AN a MY
RMS=SORT( D D / A N )
PRTNT 8 ,  RMS 




p * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * # # * # • # # * * * * * * * * * ■ # ■ * *  * * *  »*********♦*#******•»•»**■#•**•■**■#•**■#•*■**
FIJNPT T RN PRFF( XX)
r.





T F ( X X • MF * 0 • )  GR TR 4 
PRFpaO.O 
GR TR 9 
4 Y=*ARS ( XX )
J a A ! R G 1 0 ( Y )
X = X X / n O . * * J )
0 0 7  T=1>MU 
TDTG( T)=X 
7 X = (X~F |  R A T ( I D  TG ( T ) ) )  *1 0»
X s 0 • ~








































PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF USING DIFFERENT 
SAMPLING TIMES FOR THE INPUT PULSE AND THE OUTPUT 
PULSE. INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE IS THE ANALYTICAL 
TRAPEZOID WITH THE TRIGONOMETRIC SUBSTITUTION.
r * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * # * * • * # * * ■ * * •# *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  # # * ■ * * * * # * # * • * * * • * * *  *•**-#■*
C PROGRAM TO DFTFRMTMF THF FFFFCT OF USTNG nTFFFRFNT SAMPLING
C. T IMFS FOR THF TMPIJT Pi l l  SF AMD THF OUTPUT PlJLSF.  INTFGRATTQN
C TFCHNTQUF I S  THF AMAI YTTCAI TRAPFZOlD ‘a'TTH THF TRIGNBMrTRTC
C SUBST T TIJT IBN
C
c  t n d i j t :
C STX = SAMPI TMG TMTFRVAL FOR IMPl jT PUI SF
C STY = SAMPI TMG TMTFRVAL FftR OUTPUT PlJLSF
C PT *  INPUT PUI SF DURATION
C TC. = FTRST RRDFR I AG SYSTFM T l MF CONSTANT
c
C G a AMPI TTIJDF RATIO
C PHA *  PHASF ANGI F
COMMON S T X * S T Y * X ( 5 0 0 ) . V ( 5 0 0 ) # T X ( 5 0 0 >  * T Y ( 5 0 0 ) j N X # N Y  
10 RFAD ? 0 ,  STX, STY, PT* TC
20 FORMAT( AF10 • 4  )
T F = 0 • 0 3
TALI D A T A X ( P T > T r * T F )
CALI D A T A Y ( P T > T P , T F )
CALL CAI C ( P T * T C )




£ * * « * * * * * * « « « * « * * - » * « * * * » * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBRBIJTTNF C A I C ( P T , T C T
C # * * # * #  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * . * *# ■ • *# *# . * * * * •# • * • * * . * * * * * * • * * * * * *
C





























2  X  
«. X  
— 2  
o  a .
C  X
m x  — a: 
>- i_)
cn
o  ~  a cn 
~  o  
a cv
m  ~  
o  o  a' o  
— m
t_ tlr 
<  L l
u
cn
o  c  
a  o  
— cn 

















O 2  
O  Ll














c  X  
IT . U  
“  2  















cc cc or 
<  •> Ll  
X  2  
2  x cr a: cr. x
*- CC
cr 2  <
X +
«H O O
«r~> II M •
• •——- C O
2  <  
2  X  
«D <  
U C
11 a  >- o  a  11U C IL u  
X  CO U  00
II
X ■̂N
X X X a cc
a a 2 t X
x < < •s cr
2 X •w a X w.
• X cn 2 2 11 a X CJ*— •— a x * ►-* ►— a X c
w-i 3 X X cr cr cr X *— * *
1 < *— * < c c X X
0 a •— 11 a 2 * * 0 1 < <
• 12 < w • • CM a It
0 0 II II Ll H 11 a a X n X
II n *— 1— X X 11 11 it If ►—
u nr x *—• •>— 2 a a  x  x CD X cr.




























*— * * OC
O cr LJ w-4 X
2 X X cr IT
▼" < c. cr
> V + •f X a
X '_* •
to X »— or LJ G |X
X h- G ■ Or o- X IT*»■*» Ll * * X X G * ★
X X + X X or LJ * * X G
X ►- c X •— x % G 33 a LJ * X or ►—
< cn u V --- < cr LJ X X X a + c
* c c > OJ CO ♦ c  c 1 K- X mm* G * *
Z > V "̂X ♦ * 0. nr or + + ~r ►—
CO X X "W cr £G X X 2 G G 1 * H G 3
a: O'. CL 1 X X cr cr »— C C C G ►— a: cr. a or G cr cr •w *
Z II 1- LJ 2 3 cr cr cr. tr. G c 33 ex. 33 c a CL G
+ + OJ C *— + + * 3 3 3 -y Ll ' * * X X X 2 Xcr. Ll X CL * * cr U- «— N X \ \ X ii ii a LJ * CL cr < *c or Or X X c LJ LJ 3 LJ C nr or < G G X tr CT; X G
t X 2 ▼“1 i < < i X —*> 2 X X 33 33 a c c < XR »—O' OJ > »— it ii *— ll ! ►— II « c c +
X M ii X V X X ll u X ll II ii ll LJ w n tr. ii II II •x 2 u ll ii ►— c 2 c ' ►— X CL O' c < «-!
u  or or cn cn H > cr LJ LJ U CD cr U LJ or or < CJ cr cr tr n or OC IIr X G c V cr cr c. C X LJ 3 2 X X C u u c c c C c c a c
O'








AA *  1 . / 0
RA » - T f X W T / O )
G A * 1 . / 0 R Q R T ( D )
PA*DATANR(RAj AA) * 5 7 . P 9 R 7 8
P I  = OR-AA
F? = OT-BA
01 « A A*AA + RA*RA
F R { T ) = D S G R T ( ( F l * F l  + F P * F ? ) / 0 1 )
T F ( T . F Q . t )  GOTO?
AW h W( I )
RW = W( T1)
DW = 01 RG10 ( AW )• -  OLOGIOfR'*/ )
OLW » OABG(DW)
F F R U )  a C F R ( T l )  + M F R  < ! ) +FR ( T1) > *  < ER (T ) +FR ( T 1)  ) #DLW ) / 4  • 
FORMAT( 1 X F 1 0 . 4 / F 1 3 . 8 * RXF 10 . 8 / 5 X F 1 0 .  8 > 5 * F  10 . 5 / 5 X F 1C• F5) 
r.BNTTNUF
RFARFH FOR FRFQ AT FRROR CRTTFRTOM VAI UF OF 0 . 0 1  
I F ( r F R ( 1 0 0 ) . L T . . 0 1 ) GO TO 90 
00  36  IF5= 1 j 100  
T 4 = 1 0 0 - T 5
TF ( f.F.R ( T 4 ) * G T . * 0 1 )  GO TR 36 
T 6 *  T 4 +1
WR = ( . 0 1 - P F R (  T4)  ) / ( r . F R (  T 6 ) - C F R ( ! 4 )  )




PRTNT 38*  W01
FORMAT( 1X6HW01 a > F 1 0 . 4 )
rONTINIJF
CALOULATF ANAL YTTCAL TNPIJT* ACT,  AND OUTPUT, ACR, FRFO CRNTFNT 
STRRE = • P 5* TP  
I. = 1
AFCT *  STRRE 
AFCR = AFC T 
WP( 1. ) sO.O 
ACT( 1)=AFCT 
ACR( 1 ) = AFCR 
PR 5 K = l , 1 5 1  
F = K -  1 




A = 1 ? . / W P T  -  9 A . / W 4 T 3  
B = 4 K . / i * m 3
TJC s A*DCRR(WT3)  + R * ( 1 .  + HCRSTWT))
XC = -  A * D S I N ( W T ? )  -  R * n S l N ( W T )
AFCT = DSQRT( UC*UC + Xr *XC>
AFCR =AFCT/DSQRT( 1 •  + . O l * F * F l  
J  = K
ACR( J)aAFCR
ACT( J ) =AFCT
WP(JJsF
CRNTTNiJF
HR 39 J = 1 # 1 5 0
J l = 1 5 ? - J
K « J 1- 1
F C T ( J 1 ) * F C T ( K )











u. Ll. -̂■ftcr % am ma: *—a a
a •win in< 1
1 %w ■— *
cr ►— cr: -̂ft.
0 CVa a aLl in a a m»-» * ft ft-iC w • •Z 3; 0 c 3< * a cr ft• % ft •►—« O • ft̂-ft • 0U in 0  0 in ft O 0< -■* • %* % » • ft1 *- ft— IT c c r* in c c►- %« %̂r- * % »—ft ft
a *“S»— cr + T** + a ft—1Ll ~̂ft LOin B % ft 1 %ft -ftC ▼-I %c v~m c % »——crLl C cr ft cr a: in 1n 1 a a.mm rr C’£ c 1 • * »-» < a: *—■1 %c < I—. 1 ain %LTin a cr a cr %%%%• ft ft ft ft ftZ ft « ft m in in m • • ►— 0 • « £l cr • •c b. 0 •—or *“■{ 0 0 CJCJ»- 0 0 a a 0 0cr. 3T •«CJCJ■*—w -w- *w> * * U. < •> ft b. < ft ftft—■cc • u a >—i IDar • • • • • ft •» • •


























































































































































C GFNFRATF X ARRAY
T MPI I F  T T RF Al_ *8  ( A - H , R - 7 )
F9MM9NI S T X , S T Y / X ( 5 0 0 )  # Y ( 5 0 0 )  > T X ( 5 0 0 )  / T Y f  *500) /NX#NY 
T =0
PULSE *  0 . 0  
Y2 = 0 * 0
PTO = P T * P T * P T  
PT2 = P T / 2 .
TS = 0 . 0  
I. = 2000
TCORF « ( S T X / . 0 0 0 5 ) * ( ? . / P T )  + . 5  
CBRF = TFBRF 
H = STX/ C9RF
2 TS = TS + H
I.AGGFO RAMP INPUT 
TS10 * 1 3 • *TS 
TSM = TS10 -  1 0 .
T F ( T S . 0 T . P T 2 )  G9 T9 3
PSO s 1 0 0 . *TS + 1 0 . / O F Y P ( T S l O ) -  10*
09  T9 4
3 DS0 8 ( 9 0 .  + 1 0 . / H F X P M 0 . D 0 )  ) / H F X P ( T S M )
09  T9 4
5 PSD = 0 . 0
4 PULSE = PSD
Y2 = Y? + (PIJI SF -  Y ? ) * H / T F  
l_ « 1 + 1
TFCI. . L T .  TF9RF)  09 TO ?
I = 0
T = I + 1 <-




T X ( T )  s TS
T F ( T S . I  T . P T 2 )  Gfl TR 2 
T F ( X m . G T . 0 . 0 0 1 )  GR TB 2 
NX = T 
7 FORMAT( 1 X 2 F 1 5 • 7 )
XPRN=STX/TF
Al = l  . /DFXP(XPRM)
A 2 = l - - A 1  




+ # **-*  * * * * * * # - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * *  * * * * * * *  * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
S'JSROIJT T NF DAT AY ( PT , TF , TF ) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
GFMFRATF Y ARRAY
TMPI T C T T RFAL* 8  ( A - M . R - 7 )
COMMON STX.STY. ,  Y ( 5 0 0 ) . Y ( 5 0 0 ) * T Y ( 5 0 0 ) > T Y ( BOO) # MX>MY 
DD = 0 . 0  
T X = 3 7 9 i 3 59  
T =0
PUl.SF = 0 . 0  
Y2 = 0 * 0
PTD a PT*PT*PT  
PT2 a P T / 2 .
TS * 0 . 0  
L * 2 0 0 0
TCORF a { S T Y / • 0 0 0 5 ) * ( 2 • / P T ) + . 5  
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SUBRBIJTTNF R N ( I X , T Y , Y F |  }
rAI_r. lJI .ATFS r a n r r m  n i i j mb f r  
T MPI I T  TT RFAL*?> ( A - H / B - 7 )  
T Y= T X * A 5 5 3 9  
T F ( T Y ) R * 6 , A
5 TY=TY+P14 7 4 8 3 6 ^ 7 + i
6 YFLaTY





PROGRAM TO CALCULATE AND PLOT COMPARISONS OF 
THE ANALYTICAL FREQUENCY CONTENT AND NORMALIZED
















r> **■*#*■**#**#*■ + * * # ■ * # # * * *  **■###+#¥■*■**#***■■*# * * * * * ■ * * * # ■ # * * # * * * ■ * # # *  I t * * * # * * * * # * # * # - ) * - * # * * *
PROGRAM TO CAI ClJI ATF AMD PI OT COMPARISONS OF THF 
ANALYTICAL FRFQlJFNCY CONTENT AND NORMAL T ZED FREGUFNCY 
CONTFNT OF TWO CURrD TP T ANGULAR PIJLSFR 
* * * * * ¥ ■ * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * *  *•#*■*■*****
TP * PlJI. SF DURATION 
WP s FRFQlJFNCY
KT = DFTFRMTNFS WHICH PlJLSF TS BETNG CAl ClJI ATFD
ACT » FRFQIJFNCY CONTFNT OF F I R S T  PULSF
ACO = NORMAL T 7FD FRFQIIFNCY CONTFNT 0F F TRST PULSF
FCT = FREQUENCY CONTFNT OF SECOND PULSE
FCO *  NORMALIZED FRFQIIFNCY CONTFNT 8 F SFCRND PULSF
TMPI ICTT RFAL* 8  ( A - H , 0 - 7 )
REAI *  A WP*ACT*ACf t#FCT#FC8
DIMFNSTON F C T ( 2 0 3 ) #FCB f P 0 3 ) # ACT( 2 0 3 > / ACR( 2 0 3 ) j WP( 2 0 3 > # RUF( 5 0 0 0 )
K T = l
DO AA JF = 1 * 2 
KT = KT+1
TNPIJT 
READ 3 j TP 
3 FORMAT( F 1 0 • 2 )
C
STORF *  * 2 5 * T P  
I =1
AFC T » STORF
AFCB=AFCT/ST0RE
W P ( 1 ) = 0 . 0
A C T ( l ) a A F C T  
ACB ( 1 )  = AFCB 
Gfl TO 98 
9 9  f c t ( 1 ) » afc: t 
f c b t  l ) =a f c r
98 CBNTTNIIJF
DBS K = 1 > 20 0  






A = 1 2 . / W ? T  -  9 6 . / W 4 T 3  
B = 4 8 « / W 4 T 3
u c  = a * d c b r < w t 2 )  + b *  m  • + d c o s t w t ) )  
XC = -  A * nS TN (WT? )  -  F U n S J NT W n  
AFC T = DSQRT(WC*ur  + XC*XC)  
AFCB=AFCT/STBRF 
T F { KT ♦ FC3 * 3 )  GB TB 33 
AC.B ( J )  a AFCR 
ACT( J ) =AFCT 
GO Tfi 8 
33  F C T ( J ) s A F C  T 
FC B ( J ) =AFCB 
8 CONTTNJUF 
WP(J ) aF 
5 CfiNJT TNIJF 
44 CBNTTNIIJF
CALI PI ATS ( BlJF/  BOOO)
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